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prohibition, it would have obtained a really the use on the open sea of automatic
important and tangible result, which would contact mines, a means of war which
do much to justify the hopes that have been caused the loss of so many merchantmen
placed in our proceedings. and fishing vessels and the death of thousands

As regards the prohibition of excep- of non-combatants.
tionally destructive arms, scepticism has Several of us came to this Conference
been expressed with reference to what some with heavy hearts, wondering whether there
people are pleased to call the "humanising" was any hope of reconciling the divergent
of war. That scepticism we feel to be and often contradictory opinions expressed
unjustified. Undoubtedly, war will always in the course of our lengthy preparatory
be, in any circumstances, a terrible thing, proceedings. Those people may perhaps
and all our efforts must be directed towards have said that we should have to reckon
making it impossible. Undoubtedly it is our with the possibility of the Conference
duty to turn the minds of the peoples failing completely. Having in mind the
in the direction of peace and to refrain from economic conferences that have been held,
anything that might be interpreted as an ad- they have realised the inevitable reper-
mission that wars are inevitable. There is no cussions that such a failure might have on
doubt that our Conference will have failed the mentality of the peoples and they said :
in its object if it produces nothing but a "Such a catastrophe must be averted: we
prohibition of the use of certain means of must do our utmost, we must achieve the
waging war. impossible, lest the hopes of all the peoples

It would not, however, be consistent with be frustrated, lest competition in armaments
realities or in the true interests of peace begin again, lest the League fail in one of its
to close our eyes to the possibility of peace essential objects ". They have realised too
being troubled despite our efforts. That that in every country in the world the
we should do our utmost to restrict the great task devolving upon us, the historic
horrors of armed combat in such cases and mission of this Conference, forms the sub-
to prevent the worst excesses is, we think, ject of countless prayers rising towards
not wholly idle. There are means of des- the All Powerful, whose infinite wisdom,
truction -and modern technical invention far removed from the conflict and confusion
unhappily tends to increase their number - of mankind, guides our destinies.
which are of so appallingly cruel a nature The declarations of those who have pre-
that the human mind is revolted at the ceded me on this platform seem to me to be
very thought of their being employed. so much light appearing in the darkness.

It does not seem out of the question There has been a general movement towards
to bring about the abolition of such means tangible results. The work of the commis-
of waging war, and to that task the Nether- sions we shall have to appoint to examine
lands delegation will enthusiastically devote the various proposals which have already
itself. It looks to this Conference - acting been submitted to the Conference or may
in the spirit of existing obligations and of be submitted to it later and any suggestions
the provisions embodied in the draft Conven- that may be placed before it will prove
tion-- to make a categorical statement whether those hopes are capable of realis-
concerning the absolute prohibition of the ation. The Netherlands Government is
use of poisonous or dangerous gases and of prepared to co-operate in any convention
chemical warfare. It feels confident that that will fix a term for the inevitable com-
the Conference will condemn the use of petition in armaments, in any undertaking
destructive weapons directed against civil designed to prohibit the use of offensive
populations; that it will pronounce in favour implements of war, in any treaty having for
of the total prohibition, or at least of the its object the protection of non-combatants
strict limitation, of aerial bombardment, and in any agreement whereby it may be
on the lines of the proposals put forward possible to lighten the crushing burden of
by the Committee of Jurists appointed to military expenditure. We offer this Confer-
revise the rules of war, which met at The ence our enthusiastic support, backed by a
Hague in 1922 in conformity with the deci- determination to succeed.
sion of the Washington Conference. It
trusts also that the Conference will prohibit (The Conference rose at 12.55 p.m.)
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CONTENTS. confidence free of mistrust and suspicion.
26. CONTINUATION OF THE GENERA. DISCUSSION. That confidence is best illustrated by the

Pacts of May on Naval Equivalency
Speeches by M. Bosch (Argentine), M. Hussein concluded between the Argentine and Chile

Ala (Persia), M. Motta (Switzerland),
M. Marinkovitch (Yugoslavia) and Sir in 1902 and loyally fulfilled within the
Thomas Wilford (New Zealand). period stipulated.

Our Republic, animated by like intentions
and encouraged by the peaceful security

26. CONTINUATION OF THE GENERAL that protects our international relations, is
DISCUSSION. now negotiating with the Brazilian and

Chilean chancelleries fresh agreements which
The President. M. Bosch, first dele- will enable us to reduce still further our

gate of the Argentine Republic, will address already very limited naval forces.
the Conference. My Government, at all times prepared

M. Bosch (Argentine): to encourage every sincere desire for
continental harmony, has recently succeeded

Translation : The Argentine Republic, in obtaining the re-establishment of relations
inspired by the same sentiments which between Colombia and Ecuador, which had
actuate public opinion in all countries, been broken off for several years; and at
is represented at this Conference because it present, with the same faith and the same
desires to co-operate in the great enterprise brotherly insistence, is mediating in a
of reducing and limiting armaments. In so similar way between Bolivia and Paraguay
doing it is guided by the principles of its for the restoration of their diplomatic
international policy and is faithful to the relations.
ideal at which all its efforts in favour of I trust you will forgive my having taken
peace have been aimed. up your time with this brief statement of

I am therefore extremely glad to have the facts concerning my own country.
this opportunity of explaining to you the Their mention, however, is justified by the
lines on which we offer our co-operation. results obtained, which encourage my
The Argentine has shown herself one of Government to state its views at this
the most fervent champions of peace, peace Conference. It will lend its disinterested
as upheld by her most eminent writers such support to all proposals based on the
as Alberdi in his admirable book "The imperative need for lightening the burden
Crime of War", which, though written sixty of expenditure on armaments that now
years ago, might, from the lessons it conveys, weighs so heavily on the nations.
have been written to-day; that peace, in By this policy and by this sincere friend-
short, which the Argentine has practised ship we are closely united to our neighbours
and unfailingly maintained through the and also, through common ideals and
example she has given in frontier questions, interests, to Europe and the other countries
which she has settled either by arbitration of the world. We will do our utmost to
or by direct negotiations with her help forward your united efforts to secure
neighbours. peace, which depends solely on the goodwill

The Argentine Republic maintains only of those who desire to settle the future of
a small army, inadequate even for the mankind in a humanitarian spirit.
policing of a territory of 2,900,000 square I do not underestimate the effort which
kilometres. Her expenditure on the army is being made to discover a means for pro-
amounts to only 6 per cent of the whole of moting confidence-the pledge of perma-
her national budget; and whereas this nent security-so that the Briand-Kellogg
expenditure is decreasing, the expenditure Pact, which outlaws war as an instrument
on education has increased to such an extent of national policy, may on no pretext and
that I am in the happy position of being in no circumstances be disregarded. But we
able to tell you, as we told the Fifth Pan- must admit that this declaration, in spite of
American Conference at Santiago de Chile, its lofty purpose and the solemnity with
that the Argentine budget provides for two which it was pronounced, has not succeeded
schoolmasters to every one soldier. in dispelling the anxieties of recent times.

The renunciation of methods of force has It is certainly not for us Argentinians to
enabled us to consolidate international solve the grave problem of armaments, for,
fraternity in our Continent, based on mutual as I have said, we only possess such military
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and naval forces as are strictly indispensable. The conflagration of 1914-1918 showed
Nevertheless, we have come to this Confer- that the lives of civilians, the extension of
ence in the hope that we may help to streng- hostilities to distant countries and, what
then the reign of peace, although we regard is still more serious, the consequent increase
this world gathering as only the first decisive in the number of belligerents, depend on
step towards a complete scheme of disarma- the interpretation given to this conception.
ment that will be brought into effect in the The London Declaration of 1909 attempted
near future. to cover and solve the complex problem

Imbued with this ardent desire, inspired as a whole. Experience has shown that this
by a liberal concept of co-operation, I ven- is impossible. In the frenzy of war this feeble
ture to submit to you a few observations structure, which was too theoretical and too
on the various views expressed, and to complex, was destroyed. The problem
assure you that these observations confirm must be attacked in its simplest and most
our international policy, based on law elementary form.
and consequently opposed to all wars of
aggression. The war afforded terrible proof of the

I desire to say, therefore, in all sincerity, fact that no country posesse unlimited and
that our delegation will examine in a friendly inexhaustible wealth to support its popu-that our delegation will examine in a friendly ant
spirit and with the greatest attention the No country can be sure, if i attempts
ideas embodied inon e to c uer its opponents by the various concretmeans,
proposals put forward by the delegates who that the weapon will not be used against it.have preceded f de on this platform. The spectre of famine would then be boundhave precede deletion old ntl to arise there would be the risk of a blockade

The Argentine delegation would naturally l ie
be glad if the Conference could agree to of essential routes and, finally and inevit-
abolish in land, naval and air forces all those ably, unrestricted submarine warfare.
elements which, by their very nature, are The object of this Conference is to reduce
specially destined for aggression, and if the and limit armaments and also to mitigate
Convention could be supplemented by effect- the horrors of war, should war prove
ive stipulations prohibiting chemical and unavoidable in spite of our effort.
bacteriological methods of warfare, the use
of which is incompatible with social progress. I accordance with the proposals and

I will now pass to the concrete points views I have put before you, the Argentine
which our delegation wishes to submit to delegation has the honour to propose to the
the CConference onference that an international agreement

should be concluded whereby the signatory
States would agree never to regard as1. The Argentine delegation accepts as contraband of war certain foodstuffs to

a basis of discussion the draft Convention be mentioned in the Convention itself.drawn up by the Preparatory Commission.
To exclude foodstuffs from articles

2. The Argentine Republic will support declared to be contraband is to humanise
the establishment of a permanent inter- war in the same way as is doneby the prohi-
national supervision of armaments in appli- bition of the use of bacteria and asphyxiating
cation of any agreements concluded here, gases.
provided that such supervision is accepted The Argentine delegation accordingly
unanimously and without reservation and is hopes that this proposal will receive the
carried out in a practical form and to the unanimous support of the Powers both
extent considered by the Conference to be great and small, producing and consuming
compatible with the sovereign rights of countries alike, of the belligerent nations,
each State. as well as those which, although neutral,

were not spared by the world conflagration,
3. The Argentine Republic proposes that the effects of which are still burdening,

an undertaking should be entered into and will continue to burden, the whole
between countries which did not sign the world for a long time to come.
Washington and London Naval Treaties, not
to build or acquire capital ships of more than I fully appreciate the wisdom and the
10,000 tons, since these armaments have a generous inspirations of the statesmen who
definitely aggressive character. Our country, have met together at this Conference under
like the States which signed the above-men- the auspices of the League, and fervently
tioned treaties, considers that, if the naval hope that the loed-for goal ay be
problem cannot be solved at one stroke, it attained; for I am convinced that, to quote
will in any case be necessary to seek practical the words of Mr. Henderson in his opening
and positive solutions enabling us gradually speech, if we have the courage and faith
to draw nearer to our common ideal. to overcome the obstacles in our path, new

and glorious prospects will be opened up
for humanity.4. The Argentine Republic considers

that there is one conception, that of contra-
band of war, which this Conference should
endeavour at least to outline in its essential The President: M. Hussein Ala, delegate
principles, if it cannot be defined more fully. of Persia, will address the Conference.
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M. Hussein Ala (Persia): inadequate. The events in the Far East -
which, as an Asiatic country, we deplore

Translation: I believe we all came to more than anyone - are eloquent proof in
Geneva at the beginning of the month with support of this assertion.
great apprehension and under the painful
impression that this was not a good time We therefore welcome with the greatest
to talk of disarmament. After hearing the interest France's concrete proposals. They
speeches of the representatives of the most should be studied carefully and may help
heavily armed Powers, however, our to solve the most difficult problem with
pessimism and anxiety are yielding to the which mankind has yet been faced.
steady hope that, after all, this first Dis-
armament Conference, the calling together What, briefly, is the purpose of the French
of which is in itself an historic event, will plan Simply the execution of the provisions
really produce results, provided that we of the Covenant, which the embers of the
do not expect too much. League have undertaken to respect and

The goodwill shown by the statesmen of implement.
all continents and nations, and the important regarded it as
suggestions they have made, are an excellent it uty oeheartedly to support theits duty whole-heartedly to support the
augury. complete and active maintenance of the

There is some good and truth in all the fundamental articles of our charter, which
views we have heard. We might say that is mankind's one hope of consolidating peace
the ideal solution would be to abolish war and doing away with war. You will
by total and general disarmament, as the remember that in 1923 Persia alone saved
delegate of the Union of Soviet Socialist Article 10 of the Covenant, to which
Republics recommends, or to equalise armed M. Tardieu referred in his remarkable
forces, as the Turkish Minister for Foreign speech.
Affairs proposes. At the present stage of
world opinion, however, we have to do It is not illogical to say that lasting peace
what is practicable and possible, for our must be based on international solidarity
work will require time and must proceed and mutual assistance which makes it
step by step, if we are not to court failure. useless for any country to maintain a force

for purposes of conquest and domination.
I am glad to note that on one point we

are already all agreed. The civil population Instead of discussing here the order of
must be protected and the most aggressive precedence of disarmament and security, let
weapons must be prohibited. The Conference us set out to achieve something useful and
might well congratulate itself on such a practical, let us agree to consider these two
step forward. ideas side by side. With every advance

towards real security, there should be a
In marking our determination to put an corresponding reduction of armaments. By

end to aggression and to recognise only this means we should gradually consolidate
legitimate self-defence, we might consider, peace with the minimum risk and reduce
along with the abolition of offensive armaments to the lowest point, as provided
weapons, improvements in the means of in Article 8 of the Covenant. Above all, let
defence of the less well protected countries, us encourage moral disarmament to the best
which are without fortifications and are of our ability, for as M. Hymans so rightly
inadequately equipped industrially. This observed: "it is habit and custom which
would help and strengthen our efforts to engender security " and "it is necessary
consolidate peace. Such cases would have t resec r international law should bethat respect for international law should be
to be provided for if the principle ofuniversally recognied
budgetary limitation is accepted.

But can peace and concord, which we so In conclusion, may I refer to the very
ardently desire, really be achieved without special position of my own country ? We
security - that is to say, unless all peaceful are the most peaceful nation in the world.
nations feel that, in the event of a sudden We desire only to protect our independence
and unexpected attack, they would not and integrity, and, secure from all danger,
stand alone, but could count on international to develop our country economically and
support and sympathy ? The world to-day socially. With this object in view we
depends on co-operation and interdepen- were the first to conclude treaties of neu-
dence in every sphere, military as well as trality and non-aggression with our neigh-
economic. 1No country can pursue a policy bours, non-Members of the League.
of isolation. I explained very frankly in the Prepara-

The guarantees hitherto provided by the tory Commission the geographical, historical
League o Nations - arbitration, judicial and political reasons which compel Persia
settlement, the intervention of the Council, to set up an adequate force for self-defence
the outlawry of war, financial assistance - and for the maintenance of internal order in
are certainly important and appreciable, a territory three times the size of France,
but they are chiefly of a moral order, and inhabited to a large extent by nomadic
in the present state of civilisation they are tribes. Persia has no rapid means of
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communication, no factories for arms or am- The drama now being played out in China
munition, and no defence works, though her is calling in question the efficacy of the paci-
land frontiers measure almost 5,000 kilo- fic procedure set up by the League. If this
metres for the most part open, and she has procedure were found to be really achieving
over 2,000 kilometres of coastline. We ask its object, our Conference would certainly
no more than to be allowed to comply with yield definite and valuable results. If, on
Article 8 of the Covenant, which provides the other hand, this procedure- so effi-
for the reduction of national armaments to cient on paper - proves powerless to
the lowest point consistent with national influence the acts of Governments or to
safety and with the enforcement by common control events, any measures we may take,
action of international obligations, taking however well meant, will prove vain in face
account of the geographical situation and of an elementary feeling that cannot be
circumstances of each State. termed unjustifiable mistrust but may

Fate placed Persia at the world's cross- rightly claim to be political prudence. I do
roads, and, as the connecting link between not think I shall be misunderstood, or
East and West, she has many times, in the reproached for indulging in a trite and useless
course of her long existence, been invaded demonstration, if I associate myself with
and devastated. Nor did the war of 1914-1918 other appeals that have been made from
spare her. Despite her neutrality, part of this platform and express, on behalf of the
her territory was occupied by 150,000 Swiss delegation, our earnest hope that
foreign troops and became the scene of hos- Japan and China may make an effort to
tilities; she suffered all the horrors of a reach an understanding and may succeed
struggle in which she was unwilling to in substituting methods of law and justice
participate. for methods of force.

All these misfortunes were due to the fact I would express another desire in a spirit
that her army of 200,000 men had gradually of warm friendship towards the parties
fallen away and become disorganised under concerned, the Members of the Council
the stress of special circumstances and under and the United States of America-namely,
political pressure from outside, so that that the world should be spared the spec-
during the Great War, being thus unable to tacle of two great collective pacts-the
defend herself, she fell a victim to her own Covenant of the League of Nations and the
weakness. The belligerents who came to Pact for the Renunciation of War -
blows on Persian soil boldly violated our proving powerless. This would have a most
neutrality, since the resistance they met pernicious effect; it would jeopardise the
with was not sufficient to enforce respect whole international machinery, including
for our frontiers. the Convention we have to prepare.

It is the duty of every country that Does this mean that our Conference is ill-
desires to safeguard its existence and con- timed, and that i would have been better
tribute towards world stability and peace, to postpone it for several months That is
to take measures to prevent the recurrence not my own opinion. This Conference, for
of such calamities. which long and patient preparations had

Briefly, the Persian delegation offers you been made, had become a necessity.
its sincere co-operation. We earnestly wish
this Conference success, and we are confident n t haveaddd 
that it will set about its task determined to fresh and serious cause of anxiety to all the
create a new order founded on justice and others, and especially those arisg out of
to guarantee to countries that are inade-the economic crisis from which all countries
quately armed the means to ensure that are suffering. This new attempt to reduce
protection and security which they have a armaments, which is a continuation of the
right to claim. Peace Conferences held in 1899 and 1907 at

The Hague, had to be made. It is categori-
cally demanded by the terms of the Cove-

The President: M. Motta, first delegate nant and thus constitutes for the Members
of Switzerland, will address the Conference. the League a legal obligation which must

be fulfilled. We have cause to be thankful
that other countries have accepted our

M. Motta (Switzerland): invitation. The presence of the United
Trantio: It is a my t t States of America in particular, which has

thanso: while or Conference imeting guns played such a prominent part in all ques-
that while our Conference is meeting guns t o disarmament, is an earnest oftions of disarmament, is an earnest ofare booming in China. The atmosphere of u
our discussions is clouded with the thought
that the Council's action has not succeeded The events in the Far East, though they
in preventing bloodshed in a conflict suggest such reflections as I have just made,
between two Members of the League. It also show what perils will arise in the near
is to be feared that, if the armed conflict future for the peace of the world unless all
between Japan and China does not end soon, States, Governments and responsible men
our Conference will be condemned to pursue realise what is needed and regard it as their
its work in an extremely strained atmos- plain duty to try any practicable remedies.
phere. Among these possible remedies, which
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strengthen and supplement one another, the occasion of assuming the role of a Govern-
most effectual seems to be the reduction of ment, would achieve that necessary univer-
armaments. sality which the League at present lacks ?

I am aware that here, as everywhere else, That does not mean that rapid and very
we have two pitfalls to avoid: we must not satisfactory developments will be impos-
vie with each other in mere demagogic sible. We have been endeavouring for the
appeals, and we must not indulge in selfish last two years to find means of bringing the
scepticism. A sense of proportion is the Covenant and the Briand-Kellogg Pact into
surest guide. Let us remove those evil harmony with one another. How tremend-
doubts which paralyse the will to act ; but ously the United States could strengthen
let us also avoid fallacious hopes which can the latter, and what splendid prospects it
only lead to disappointment and discourage- might open up, if it were formally to declare
ment. I do not believe in total and imre- that it would decline to give any help to
diate disarmament; no nation is ready for violators of the Pact !
it. All those resources which constitute the However that may be, the French pro-

*However that may be, the French pro-"C war potential " vary infinitely as between"war potential "vary infinitely as between posals are a valuable contribution to the
one country and another,Conference, and if they are not regarded as

tain that, even if they were completely an indivisible whole they will naturally
disarmed, the nations would confine them-re of our d s-take their place at the centre of our discus-
selves to peaceful jousts with one another. sions. Various elements of agreement have
Commercial rivalry and the urge to expand already taken shape and will take still more
would not in any way disappear. definite shape during the coming weeks.

But I also disagree with the opposite statements made by the Italian
thesis, that our efforts should be confined Te statements mae by te Iaian

to stopping the competition in armaments Minister for Foreign Affairs, M. Dino Grandi,to stopping the competition in armaments,
without reducing those armaments to the must, by their intrinsic value, have delightedwithout reducing those armaments to the all those who like constructive discussions.limits prescribed in our Covenant. In view One etse ial re ult has been achieved ds he
of the statements made by the delegations concluded lt year ha
from this platform, it is already possible to armaments truce concluded last year has
contemplate more far-reaching results than now become definitive, and total armaments
any which seemed to be within the realm t , t i nonceed the present level.s
of possibility, to judge from the divergencies valuable. 
of opinion which came to light in the Pre- amae
paratory Commission. On behalf of the Chemical and bacteriological warfare will
Swiss delegation, I welcome all these state- be absolutely prohibited after this Confer-
ments. No State has pronounced a non ence. There already exist several agreements
possumus, and none has said that it simply forbidding it; but there is no doubt that a
will not discuss the proposals put forward fresh, unanimous and unreserved condem-
by the others. All the avenues are still open nation of it will have a more far-reaching
and no approach to our subject is blocked. effect and will be tantamount to an irrevo-

We must allbe grateful to M. Tardieu for cable and world-wide demonstration. These
submitting, on behalf of the French dele-formsof warfare are no less than crimes and
gation, an organic scheme which every one infamies.
of us must examine and discuss. It is a Air bombardments and bombing planes
coherent scheme and is really only new in must be prohibited: the prohibition of the
so far as the details are concerned, as the latter seems to me to be the direct con-
main lines of French policy have for long sequence of the prohibition of the former.
been known: the conception of an inter- Incendiary bombs must also be forbidden.
national force at the service of the League Nearly all the delegations have condemned
is one which is claiming the attention of the tanks and heavy artillery. Capital ships
best minds of our time. This conception is and aircraft-carriers are also meeting with
in accordance with the natural trend of very strong opposition, while submarines
events. are considered by many of us to be weapons

However, if I may be permitted to make which, even when used for purely defensive
a friendly criticism, I would say that the purposes, are incompatible with humani-
French proposal is still premature, as it tarian principles.
could not be realised except in a League of Morally speaking, prohibition or stringent
Nations which included every one of the limitation in all these spheres is involved
Great Powers. in the Briand-Kellogg Pact itself.

If the present League, which is most The Swiss delegation is in sympathy with
careful to respect national sovereignty, which the idea of instituting control over civil
is governed in all its fundamental decisions aviation and, if possible, of international-
by the principle of unanimity and thus ising it. It must be obvious to all that the
cannot consider any solutions which do not prohibition of certain classes of military
command the assent of all, has not been aeroplanes and the limitation of other
able to win over the United States of America classes would lose some of its efficacy unless
to its cause, how can we dare to hope that at the same time civil aviation were also
a more powerfully organised international made subject to control. Obviously, from
body, possessing far-reaching and very motives of self-preservation, the small
definite powers and actually capable on States will give their support to the most
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far-reaching instruments in all these spheres. hearing the mysterious calling of a heavenly
But I wish to make it clear that in this voice, are guilty of occasional back-sliding.
respect their merit from the moral stand- Since 1920, Switzerland has followed a
point will nevertheless fall short of that of bold and comprehensive policy of arbitra-
the Powers which would surrender arma- tion, in the belief that by so doing she was
ments they already possess. helping on this noble ideal. She was among

It is a foregone conclusion also that the first signatories of the clause for compul-
Switzerland will become a party to any sory jurisdiction; she has concluded the
convention or group of distinct bu; parallel largest number of treaties of conciliation and
conventions introducing control over the arbitration. To all States she has made pro-
trade in arms and war material and their posals which contained no reservations either
manufacture by private or Government as to the past or the future or as to the nature
enterprises. These conventions, which of the disputes. Shortly, I hope, we shall
moreover are partially provided for by affix our signature to the General Act for

the PaCific Settlement of InternationalArticle 8 of the Covenant, seem to us of te Pifi Settlement of International
essential importance. Without them the Disputes drawn up with our active co-opera-
limitation of war material might easily tion in 1928, and, once again, our signa-
become illusory. If such progress is realised, ure -which has been postponed for

reasons in no wise connected with eitherthe military clauses of the Peace Treaties wise connected with either
will lose much of their rigour; they will the principles or the scope of the instrument
be transformed and placed in a new political wi be unaccompanied by reservations or
environment. It cannot have been the conditions.
intention of the victors that these clauses We do not, however, forget that compul-
should endure for ever. Stipulations sory arbitration is not in itself a panacea.
aiming at the permanent relegation of Only if it is accompanied by conciliation pro-
certain Powers to a position of inferiority cedure can the trend towards arbitration
would have been in defiance of the teachings represent the most valuable and substantial
of history and of the principles of natural advance in the international sphere. A judge
law. Such general significance as the who has to settle actual disputes can do no
military clauses possess can only be ascribed more than state the law, unless he has
to the fact that they were intended to pave authority to pronounce judgment ex cequo
the way to a state of affairs approximating et bono. Nothing could be more dangerous
to legal equality. than to invest those whose function it is to

administer the law with some vague power
This Conference is only a first step, enabling them to modify treaties or declare

and it depends upon us whether the ground them inoperative. It is precisely because
gained is to be appreciable or not. But the the judge's office is such as I have described
step once taken, let no State look back that the international community, if it is to
regretfully to our point of departure. I attain all its objectives, must have other
should be very loath to admit that the first instruments at its disposal.
general Convention for the reduction of Untenable situations may arise in the
armaments was not, in fact, morally irre- international world; there may even be
vocable. When we set out on the second treaties which the action of time and the
stage of our journey, there must be no constant shifting of social conditions have
attempt to reopen the discussion on the robbed of their meaning. Life, in its every
results already obtained and consolidated. aspect, is obedient to a rhythm that is
This second stage will be all the easier if, determined by a certain equilibrium between
thanks to the friendly relations established the forces of conservatism and the forces
during the first stage, points of view have of innovation. Such is the inner meaning
converged, suspicion been dispelled, the of Article 19 of the Covenant. The League
mechanism of peace strengthened and is not merely the guardian of existing law;
improved and if perhaps the League became its aims and its vocation make it the
universal; if, too, the momentous question institution which prepares the law of the
of reparations and war debts has been f adjust and modify
equitably solved and the economic crisis dngerous situations which, without its
succeeded by a long period of new prosperity. intervention, would end in those violent

This second stage will be neither the last political explosions whose real name is war.
nor the next to the last. Slowly, perhaps The reduction of armaments is not an end
painfully, but buoyed up by the conscious- in itself: it is a means of ensuring and
ness of the most sacred duties, we shall consolidating peace, for it will engender
nevertheless draw near to our ideal. Crea- confidence and dispel the legitimate fear of
tures of a single day, we are apt to think aggression. As long as this fear subsists,
that progress in international affairs is very there can be no final achievement. You will
slow. So it is, but we can take comfort in not accuse me, therefore, of overstepping the
the thought of the slow advance of our own bounds of our subject if I urge that the work
peoples and in the belief - while avoiding of disarmament must be seconded by
mystic and deceptive dreams - that, propaganda for the furtherance of mutual
despite setbacks and relapses, the march of understanding, a propaganda to be carried
humanity is an upward march, for all gene- on in various forms, but chiefly in the Press
rations here on earth, even those who, while and schools. The Polish delegation has
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presented on this subject a memorandum Our people, fortified by four centuries'
to which we should give our most cordial experience, resolutely support it. My country
consideration. has unfortunately experienced the grief and

bloodshed of civil wars, but has never borne

May I remind you that, in 1924, when I arms against the foreigner except in self-
presided over the "Protocol " Assembly, I defence. The League chose Geneva for its
described with deep emotion, in my closing seat because it felt that Swiss neutrality, the
speech, a visit I had made to Verdun that instrument and pledge of peace, was in
very year with my wife ? As I honoured the harmony with the highest aims of inter-
memory of the soldiers who had fallen ntional life. To the Swiss, who has fully
heroically for their country, I prayed that understood the meaning and vocation of
Germany might enter the League and that Switzerland, the words "fatherland" and
France and Germany, both so rich in military " humanity " are two notes of a common
glory, would find the path of reconciliation. chord.
The next year came Locarno. After
Locarno, in 1926, Germany entered the I must apologise for speaking of my
League and received a hearty welcome. I country in such detail. My reasons for so
still believe that friendship between doing are not selfish. I have tried to say
Germany and France is the keystone in only what seemed necessary. I do not forget
the arch of peace. that, though we represent the individual

interests of our States, we are nevertheless
My country can, I know, make no very working for the common cause. From this

great material contribution to this Con- standpoint, we are the harbingers of a new
ference. The Swiss delegation accepts the international order. Peace - that is to say,
Preparatory Commission's draft Convention in the words of the famous definition,
as a basis of discussion. I have already ordered tranquillity, tranquillitas ordinis -
referred to several points where improve- is our greatest interest. But without an
ments could be made. We accept budgetary international spirit, there can be no peace.
limitation in general and the direct limita- We should be poor in spirit if in this
tion of certain categories of material. We assembly, where the hopes and aspirations
believe in the widest publicity for armaments. of seventeen hundred million human beings
We welcome the setting up of a Permanent find utterance, we failed to be aware of a
Commission to supervise the way in which divine inspiration from the beyond. Blessed
the States discharge their pledges, and to are the peacemakers, for they shall be
prepare for future conferences. called the children of God !

Our army is a militia army. It differs
from all others in that it has neither cadres The President: M. Marinkovitch, first
nor permanent effectives. At certain times delegate of Yugoslavia, will address the
in the year there is not a single man with Conference.
the colours. The period of military service
is about 180 days in all, including training
and repetition courses. It would be some- M. Marinkovitch (Yugoslavia):
what difficult to understand how this
militia system could provide an adequate Translation The Yugoslav delegation
army for national defence were it not for considers that, during thegeneraldiscussion,
our long, historic traditions and the demo- it should explain the point of view from
cratic devotion of our officers and non- which its Government has examined the
commissioned officers, who regard it as one problem before the Conference, and indicate
of their highest duties to take from their the main lines along which, in its opinion, a
civil occupations the time required for their solution should be sought.
army service. The Swiss army is exclusively
and fundamentally defensive. It is based on We regard the very fact of our meeting
compulsory service. It has no bombing here as an important event, from which
aeroplanes, no heavy artillery. It is the army we expect an outcome that will promote
of that perpetual neutrality which was the peace of the world, good relations
freely proclaimedin Switzerland and recog- between the peoples and a brighter future
nised by international law. On November for mankind. True, this is not the first
20th, 1815, at Paris, the Powers made the international conference that has met to
following declaration: "The neutrality and arrange for the limitation of military forces
inviolability of Switzerland, and her inde- and to put an end to the competition in
pendence of all foreign influence, enter armaments. Before the war two great
into the true interests of the policy of the conferences were held at The Hague for
whole of Europe." the same purpose. Great hopes were placed

in these conferences, particularly the first.
That neutrality was reaffirmed by the Unfortunately, we must admit that their

Declaration of London of February 13th, results were practically nil, or at all events
1920, and, before that time, by the Treaty bore no relation to the object for which
of Versailles and the other peace treaties. they had been called.
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But the fundamental difference between breach, in which case it releases all the other
those two Conferences and ours is the fact signatory Powers from their obligations to
that this Conference has every prospect of the transgressor, reserving the right of legi-
success. The irst two failed because they timate defence.
encountered a refusal from the States
concerned to accept even the principle that
the armaments problem should be transferred e are compelled to take this fact into
from the national to the international plane, account, and to distinguish between arma-
since that principle was incompatible with ments intended for national defence and
the sovereignty of States. This time no such armaments which are mainly aggressive.
antagonism exists.

The meeting of this Conference has been Unfortunately, this distinction is impracti-
preceded by a long preparatory study, and cable in the majority of cases and difficult
the Conference has before it a plan carefully in all. We arenone the less bound to attempt
worked out in all its details by the to establish it and draw all the conclusions
Preparatory Commission for the Disarma- which result from it in conformity with the
ment Conference. That plan, it is true, did Paris Pact. We believe that it should prove
not receive the full acceptance of all the feasible to a very great extent in the case
States represented on the Commission, but of certain arms - for example, the fleet and
none of the reservations made involves a aircraft, a new weapon that is developing
refusal to accept the actual principle of fast.
the international limitation of armaments
by treaty. We can therefore consider that We shall consider this possibility more
point as settled. closely in the competent commissions; but we

These facts, we believe, assure a positive think we can state at once that, in our view,
outcome for this Conference, and the it would be possible immediately and without
Yugoslav delegation desires to express its compromising the security of any country
sincere admiration of and gratitude to the represented at the Conference to abolish all
Preparatory Commission for the highly naval forces which are designed to carry on
satisfactory manner in which it has war at a distance and which can cone-
discharged its very arduous task. quently be employed for aggressive war, and

to restrict them to what is necessary for the
To appreciate this achievement at its full defence of the national coasts.

value, we have only to remember that the
history of the world during the last quarter
of a century would have been entirely diffe-This step would both enhance the material
rent if the Conference of 1899, or even that security of all States and strengthen appre-
of 1907, had succeeded in accomplishing any- iably the psychological feeling of security
thing similar. throughout the world, for it would afford

proof that the chief world Powers are deter-
The Yugoslav delegation will therefore do mined to make the principles on which the

its utmost to secure a tangible result for Paris Pact is based a reality. Financially,
this Conference, on the basis of the plan this step alone, unaccompanied by the other
drawn up by the Preparatory Commission. equally practicable measures, would repre-
That does not mean, however, that we are sent a saving of 25 per cent on the total
not prepared to go very much farther, if military expenditure of all countries. We
the attitude of all the Powers represented are particularly conscious of the force of
allows of an immediate advance. this latter argument in favour of such a step;

it would save us the heavy sacrifices whichIn the first place, even in the present state creation and maintenance of a high-seas
of international security, it is, we believe, fleet would otherwise demand.
possible to take certain steps, which have
been described by some speakers as the
qualitative limitation of armaments, but Again, the Yugoslav delegation considers
which in reality represent a considerable it essential to prohibit the preparation and
quantitative reduction. Apart from Article 8 use of chemicals and bacteria in war, even
of the Covenant of the League, which inci- for legitimate defence. Such a method of
dentally is only binding on States Mem- war, besides being cruel and inhuman
bers of the League, the Conference must in the extreme, presents all the features of
make its work conform with the provisions war waged for the purpose of extermination,
of the Paris Pact. The Paris Pact is a new for its chief menace is to the civilian popu-
factor which we cannot ignore. It involves lation. It attacks the women and children
the renunciation by all the signatory States and so destroys all hope of a future revival
of war as an instrument of national policy, of the belligerent nations. We must, how-
and consequently of aggressive war. We feel ever, say frankly that an embargo on these
certain that all the States which signed the forms of war will be useless if unaccom-
Pact intend to respect it. It is a legal panied by sanctions. All past history
obligation by which the States are bound. teaches us that the laws of war are respec-
Unfortunately, there are no sanctions. The ted in peace-time, but that it is illusory
Pact itself contemplates the possibility of a to count on their observance when one of
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the belligerents considers it to his advantage tating than the wars of the past waged with

to break them. armies organised, equipped and armed a
long time ahead.

To make the prohibition of chemical and Since moral disarmament cannot be

bacteriological warfare effective, sanctions imposed by decree or attained by inter-

must be employed which will nullify in national convention, but can only ensue

advance the transgressor's advantage in from an evolutionary process which we can

using these weapons. It is not impossible, we accelerate but which must in any case take

think, to devise these sanctions, for the time, we entirely recognise that only by

actual military effectiveness of these methods stages can we arrive at that higher phase

is not very great. If, however, after careful and of civilisation when complete security will

conscientious consideration, that is found render all armaments superfluous.
to be impossible, the Yugoslav delegation
is not prepared to agree to a purely It has been suggested with regard to the

academic prohibition of chemical and bac- French delegation's proposals that their

teriological warfare without the most explicit effect is to transform this Conference into

reservations. It would, we think, be much a preparatory conference for another
more straightforward and much more conference. That seems to us an unfounded

consonant with the Conference's aims to tell criticism. If we are to proceed by stages in

the truth openly to world public opinion the solution of this problem, any disarma-

and to the future victims as well, and to do ment conference must be preparatory to

nothing to diminish the disgust felt by another conference.

public opinion at the possibility of recourse
to such barbarous methods, or to lull That, however, in our view, is not the

pthossible whosmy one whole significance of the French proposals.
those who may one day be their victims Were the Conference to adopt the principle
into a false sense of security which prevents Were the Conference to adopt the principle
them from searching in good time for underlying them and to succeed in utilising

practical an f prtctin. all the possible developments inherent in
ome patial means of potetion. the existing international organisations in

such a way as to make them work more

Lastly, over and above all these measures smoothly and more efficiently, with 
resultant increase in the genera] security, it

which we believe to be feasible even in the cul ieiae er the beneit o t
present conditions of peace organisation, ld i ae ee the
the Yugoslav delegation hopes that the Con- consequences.
ference will go to the root of the problem It is certain that on these lines a well

and will attempt to develop existing inter- our work is bound to be imperfect. It will

national institutions so as to make all not exclude altogether, but it may lessen the

possible use of the potentialities which they possibility of aggressive war. War is not

problem of the limitation and reduction of Without aiming at an impossible perfection,
warmamed without aimobnegt. at an fuure du pscion, to

armaments. we shall have ample cause to be satisfied
if whatever we are able to accomplish

Wefullydrealise that there canbe no com- places us on the direct road to the final goal
We fully realisae. that there canbe no om- and is capable of improvement.

plete or final settlement of the problem we

have to solve until we have achieved what has We will not conceal our opinion that,

been called moraldisarmament. Nothing else while, as we have made clear in the first
can give complete security and render all part of this statement, we attach a proper

armamentsuseless. Without it, no measures value to all parts of our task and do not

can be more than palliatives. Even complete desire in any way to belittle the importance

material disarmament would not increase of such other steps as we may be able to

security or lessen the chances of war. War take. it is this part of our work which we

came befually aermime thm there wer be no a corn
came before armaments. If there were no regard as the most important and the richest

war, there no armaments. The in future perspective. It is of the future that

reverse unfortunately is not true. War is we must think. It is to the organisation of

are completely disarmed. All that is needed everywhere be directed.

is the will to make war. The most celebrated
battles of history, on which the fate of the The normal development of our people

world turned, were fought without cruisers has been arrested by the unhappy trend of

or teorpedo-boats or even guns. Their conse- history; they have been prevented from

quences were none the less disastrous to displaying the full measure of their capacity.

the vsanquished. With modern technical It is their noble ambition to make up the

methods, which are continually being time that has been lost, and, by collaborat-

developed and improved, war even between ing in the work of progress and civilisation,

so-called disarmed States would be more to achieve an honourable place amongst

terrible, more murderous and more devas- the nations of the world. No people could
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have greater satisfaction in devoting to made, differing in some respects, but having,
this task all their resources and time, but nevertheless, in their heart and core, a
history has taught them a lesson which clarion-call to action. The time for formulas
most other nations have been spared- that and pious resolutions has passed: let us
a day's defeat may nullify the results of translate our thoughts and ideas into action,
centuries of peaceful effort. For centuries - for a sorry and tired world looks to-day to
and, indeed, until only the other day - we this Conference as its present hope.
have heard repeated in every tongue the
pitiless verdict, " vce ictis ". New Zealand asks for nothing more than to

put her case for reasonable defence require-
The Yugoslav Government is bound as no ments before this Tribunal, and will take

other Government is bound to look twice the opportunity in committee later to set
before acceding to any measure, however out the details of such requirements.
lofty it may appear, which might increase
the chances of our people being condemned
once more to hear the above terrible sentence. New ealand, with a population of a
For these reasons there is no people which illion and a-half, has little industrial deve-
would more wholeheartedly and unreservedly lopment, and is in the same position as many
rejoice, if we were able to carry back from other small countries, in that it has to pur-
this Conference the glad tidings that a long chse most of its stores from abroad. The
period in the history of man was at an end, market for purchase is more than 12,000
and that the foundations of another period miles away, and consequenly the cost to
had been laid, in which we should be able, my country of the purchase of any war
free from care or fear, to devote our material is very great indeed. Economic
undivided efforts to the works of peace. conditions have forced us for the present

to cut down our expenditure below the bread
line.

The President: Sir Thomas Wilford, dele-
gate of New Zealand, will address the The defence policy of New Zealand is in
ConfThe defernce picy of new cend is ina state of transition from a compulsory to

a voluntary system, due again largely to
Sir Thomas Wilford (New Zealand) : economic pressure, though the system of

compulsion established by statute law in
New Zealand, by virtue of her situation in 1909 has not been repealed. Under that Act

the Pacific, an ocean which washes the shores a territorial force of 30,000 may be esta-
of countries carrying more than half the blished and maintained. Our Air Force is at
population of the world, is much concerned present quite negligible.
at the war now being waged between Chinese
and Japanese there. The Council of the Other countries whose defence requireLeague has been proved to be incompetent ments have been definitely ascertained
to settle the trouble. This does not mean cannot be compared with New Zealand.
that the League of Nations as a League has The country itself is very young and in an
failed, for we realise that, with the League early stage of development.
as a rallying-point, the failure up to the
present can be turned into an ultimate suc-
cess if through the Eastern trouble an end We consider the draft Convention an
to such catastrophes can be hastened by acceptable basis for evolving a permanent
means of disarmament which will surely agreement, though we would like to empha-
prevent such outbreaks. sise the necessity for greater clarity in expres-

sion and language. To give an example, we
The League of Nations has awakened a consider a clear and concise definition of

world conscience in favour of the settlement the word " effective " is most necessary.
of international disputes by arbitration
instead of by war, and it has provided the We believe that armed peace is little less
place and the opportunity for Ministers of a burden than war, and when we realise
for Foreign Affairs to meet round a table that the countries of the world are spending
and discuss their difficulties instead of in this time of economic stress no less than
writing notes or ultimatums. It is also the £1,000 a minute in the maintenance of armed
genesis of this Conference, the spade-work forces and material, surely there is justifi-
for which has been laboriously but cheerfully cation for petitions from every part of the
undertaken by the representatives of many world praying and beseeching us to call a
Powers, especially during the last five years. halt in what must be admitted to be a mad

race.
The solution of the disarmament problem

is the acid test for the League. We must New Zealand subscribed generally to the
not forget that, without the machinery of aims and aspirations of the speakers repre-
the League, this great and all-important senting the United Kingdom, the United
gathering could hardly have crystallised into States of America and Italy in this debate.
being. Great speeches have already been When Sir John Simon said that " security
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depends on size, geography and special I cannot see in any Peace Treaty the
needs ", we found ourselves in complete contemplation of an equality of armaments,
accord with what we believe to be an but I can see contemplated reductions.
accurate definition. Surely it cannot be argued that the French

proposals would reduce armaments. It
would rather be a recasting of the Geneva

All must agree that it is the veriest farce rotocol, lifting the League into the formProtocol, lifting the League into the form
to call off the armaments race in respect of of a super-State. It seems to me that general,
the old weapons and leave it in full blast for definite and absolute prohibition in certain
the newer weapons which will make the old directions is a sounder course than unlimited
weapons obsolete. preparation. There is every safeguard where

preparation is prohibited; but, if only the

It has been said, I think wisely, that use is forbidden, can it be said that there

disarmament is not an official act ; it is are really any safeguards at all?
an evolutionary process, and its progress
and value will largely be governed by the
thorough exposure of the reasoned require- New Zealand was represented at Washing-tnw Zealand wasrepresented at ashing

ments of the problem in an atmosphere ton in 1922 and at London in 1930, and
which regards political differences as things wishes to support the retention of the
to be overcome". Treaties concluded as a foundation upon

which to build the floor, walls and roof of
the House of Disarmament.

We will gladly join in a thorough examina-
tion of the proposals of France, but we think
that those proposals are, at the most, supple- I see that great differences of opinion exist
mentary to the purpose for which the Confer- in the Conference with regard to security

ence was called. It has, however, been a and disarmament. I also sense a contro-
matter of surprise and also of regret to me versy, long and difficult, with regard to the
that few arguments pro and con have been order in which those questions should be
forthcoming. What is the reason for hesi- considered. I hope they will be driven in

tancy, and why have most speakers merely double harness and not tandem. Disarma-
given the proposals a nod in passing? First ment may connote security, but security

of all it will have to be realised that, under does not necessarily result in disarmament.
the proposals, the gigantic force to be avail- The competition in arms may become the
able amounting to at least two million men, parent of economic disaster. Disarmament
properly equipped, cannot be a fairy god- is a method of reducing the ever-recurring
mother or a perpetual nurse to this warring call for expenditure on weapons which in a

world. It must be able to exercise authority, few years are either worn out or out of date.
and quickly. It is useless to contemplate disarmament

unless it is general. It cannot be one-sided:
it must be disarmament by the world. It

It seems to me that the French proposals cannot be done in a day, nor a year, nor a
have been framed merely from a European decade, but it can be started, and it can
outlook. Great distances, and the difficulties every year reduce those economic burdens
consequent on great distances, seem to have with which every country in the world is
been forgotten. Obviously, the proposals overloaded. The abolition of the use of gas,
could not cover the quelling of trouble that aerial bombing and bacteriological methods
might arise, say, for example, between of warfare will be, not only an economic
America and Russia. Again, supposing this advantage, but a humanitarian act. In the
international army of at least two millions possession of those weapons lies the danger.
had been un fait accompli five months ago, " How oft the sight of means to do ill deeds
how would it have been transported to the makes ill deeds done."
Far East, and by whom? Has the question
been carefully and thoroughly considered in
relation to Article 21 of the Covenant? I I do not believe there is a delegate in this
could think of a great many more questions great hall who would not pledge himself to rid
to ask. the world of the menace in war of asphyxiat-

ing, poisonous or similar gases, of the
use of all bacteriological methods of warfare,

The French proposals are that the League and of the use of bombs from the air, which
of Nations is to be armed to the teeth. methods inflict death and untold suffering
Even if every delegate were in favour of that on combatants and non-combatants alike.
measure, it would not dispose of the purpose I should like to put before the Confer-
of our coming together. We should have to ence an excerpt from a paper read before
begin again where the interruption occurred, the League of Nations Union in 1928 by
for it can hardly be said that these proposals Brigadier-General Groves:
come within our terms of reference. My idea
is that no delegate came to this Conference
to find a method of spending money in " The largest bomb yet dropped from an
the creation of an army, even if it is an aeroplane weighed 4,000 lbs. This bomb
international one. was dropped as an experimental test in
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America, and the following account of the No delegate in this World Conference
result is illuminating: 'The explosions wishes to bargain with his neighbour,
threw a dense cloud of earth to a height of claiming the right to use poison gas, bombs
1,000 feet. The crater averaged 64 feet in or bacteriological methods against his
diameter, with a depth of 19 feet below neighbour's right to use other weapons of
the original level, and with a rim of about war. Then let us disperse any mists of
5 feet high. The volume displaced was controversy with regard to these subjects
1,000 cubic yards.' The intensity of the and come down to the subjects which may
explosion may be pictured when it is remem- rightly be deemed controversial.
bered that 1,000 feet is twice the height of Though my country joins with the United
the dome of St. Paul's Cathedral." Kingdom, the United States of America,

Italy and many other countries in being
ready to vote for the abolition of sub-

Imagine, if you can, such a bomb dropped marines, I leave the question of submarines
in a London street between high buildings. out of my proposals for immediate decision,
Death, mutilation worse than death, would for my lengthy experience of the London
follow over a large area, fires would start, all Naval Conference of 1930 has taught me
essential services such as light, water and that there is unfortunately no agreement
gas would be disorganised, and hundreds of at present in sight with regard to these
men, women and children "blown", as Major weapons of offence.
Lef6bure says, "sky high ". Follow this There will be no absolute finality to the
bombing with a fog attack, and whole work of disarmament in our time, for new
populations, all of whom might be non- methods of destruction will be discovered
combatants, would be wiped out. as time goes on, since we know that, in

warfare, that which seems a wild idea
to-day may be an accepted fact to-morrow.

If I am right in the assertion I have made, When we have given the world an assur-
is it not possible, without burying these ance that poison gas, bombing from the air
particular questions in committees for and bacteriological methods of warfare have
months, to agree to have them put to the been unanimously outlawed, then let us
Conference for a decision by show of hands ? get to work, and let an enquiry be inclusive,
And when it is found, as it would be found, not exclusive, so that all avenues may be
that an overwhelming majority carries these explored in the search for practical dis-
proposals for abolition, let us move on to armament within a reasonable time.
debatable matters, of which there are so My country sent 10 per cent of its popula-
many. Is the world to understand that tion to the great war. It paid a heavy
there is a difference of opinion upon these penalty. It feels the strength of Mr. Hugh
questions I have emphasised? There cannot Gibson's statement that "victors and
surely be two opinions. I believe that the vanquished are victims ". I hesitate to
surest help to an agreement for positive believe that when there is a will there
disarmament is to clear from the discussions cannot be found a way.
which have to take place those questions
which can be settled now and for all time. (The Conference rose at 12.45 p.m.)

TWELFTH PLENARY MEETING

Wednesday, February 17th, 1932, at 10 a.m.

President: The Right Honourable A. HENDERSON.

CONTENTS. Baron Yrjo-Koskinen (Finland):
27. CONTINUATION OF THE GENERAL DISCUSSION. Translation: In offering a few short

Speeches by Baron Yrj6-Koskinen (Finland). comments, I wish first to say that my
M. Ghika (Roumania), M. Pflfigl (Austria). Government regards with sincere interest
General Laidoner (Estonia) and M. Cosio d r l 
(Uruguay). and with a will to achieve definite results

any proposal for the limitation and reduction
of armaments. This attitude is, I think,

27. - CONTINUATION OF THE GENERAL a natural one for a small country which
DISCUSSION. can never successfully ensure its future by

force. My Government therefore has always
The President. - Baron Yrjo-Koskinen, been prepared to co-operate in all endeavours

delegate of Finland, will address the to strengthen the organisation of the inter-
Conference. national community and to make it effective,
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within the orbit of the League, which, in of the guarantees of security the establish-
spite of anything that may be said regarding ment, along the frontiers of neighbouring
its weaknesses, is nevertheless an existing countries, of neutral demilitarised zones,
and viable reality. or, in those cases where the proximity

of vital centres or the existence of points
Finland has always been entirely and of territory indispensable for the defence

sincerely inspired by the principle of peace of a country does not permit of this solution,
through law, which signifies, if we expand the establishment of zones within which
the formula, peace through the organisation the number of military effectives will be
of international co-operation. Accordingly, limited. Wherever such zones seem to
Finland has always insisted that the action be necessary and possible as between
of the League must be real; she has always neighbouring countries, agreements on the
urged the establishment of effective guaran- subject might usefully be concluded as
tees of security. She welcomed the Geneva corollaries to the general Convention on
Protocol; in the interests of security she the Limitation and Reduction of Armaments.
suggested that a scheme should be prepared Security is not always sufficiently guar-
for pre-arranged financial assistance. She aeed by the mere fact of multiplying
has often declared that she is in favour international Conventions. More important
of any action to make the sanctions of the than the number of international acts
Covenant effective. Often, too, particularly registered with the Secretariat of the League
in connection wi t the discussions on the is the manner in which these acts are applied
harmonising of the Covenant with the and executed. Effective international
Briand-Kellogg Pact and in connection control is therefore a necessary complement
with the preparatory work of the Convention to each general agreement concerning dis-
on the means of preventing war, Finland armament. Consequently, my Govern-
has raised a point essential to international ment is of opinion that this Conference
security by drawing attention to the fact will achieve effective results only by guar-
that, in the spirit of the Covenant, aggression anteeing the effective operation of the
might consist not only in a formal declara- future regime by international supervision
tion of war in any form, but also as the of the realisation of the reductions accepted,
violation of the political independence and of the realisation of the limitations fixed
territorial integrity of a State, even though of the conscientious observance of the
an endeavour may be made to avoid the restrictions and prohibitions imposed on
appearance and escape the full effects of certain methods of warfare. Such super-
war. Even the events of these last days vision obviously can be exercised only
have by no means discredited this argument by ar organ endowed with the necessary
advanced by Finland. powers. I am also glad to note that this

As regards armaments in particular, idea of supervision, suggested by certain
Finland has always been in favour of their important associations such as the Inter-
regulation by the adoption, in particular, of Parliamentary Union, has received the
the principle of the prohibition of arms of support of numerous delegations.
a specially aggressive character. Finland In such matters security is a question
has already had the opportunity to take of very great importance, and Finland
part, from the outset, in the work of the welcomes the proposals put forward by the
Preparatory Commission. We know how French delegation. While avoiding for
difficult the discussions were from which the present any detailed examination of
the present draft Convention emerged. those proposals, I should like to make a
That is why we endorse the opinion, few comments on some of their more
which seems to be prevalent in this general aspects.
Conference, that, as a first step towards One of the chief questions before the
more effective disarmament, the draft Conference and, though to a certain extent a
Convention should be taken as a basis for preliminary question, one on the solution
our work. Without desiring just now to of which the whole task of the Conference
enter into the technical details of the draft, depends, is that of defining the part to be
I wish to point out that their value will played by the League in the general
depend in the last resort on the figures for economy of the work which lies before us
reduction and limitation which each country --- its bases, its structure and its opera-
will for its part insert in the future Conven- tion. The French proposal gives a definite
tion. In this connection, the large countries answer to these questions, particularly as
should set an example. regards the powers of the Council.

There is no need for me to enumerate
Subject to this reservation, my country the vriou provision of his proposal,

urges a sincere recognition of the equality in which the eague forms both the essential
of States, a principle which by no means element and the prime source of action.

possibility of taking into account inequali- I will merely remind yo u th at , according

ties of fact, particularly as regards security.
at its disposal an international police force

In approaching thus the grave problem for the prevention of war and a first con-
of security, I venture to observe, in the tingent for the exercise of compulsion.
first place, that Finland regards as one This programme, if carried out, would
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involve the recognition of the supreme M. Ghika (Roumania):
power of the League and the organisation
of the world under its auspices. Translation : When I addressed the

Assembly at its session in September last
I mention this essential character of the year I singled out, among all the questions

scheme not with any intention of using it as dealt with in the annual report, the one
an objection to the proposals; the less so, which was to be of paramount importance
since its fundamental idea, including more in 1932 - namely, disarmament. I stated
particularly that of an international and briefly, but with the deepest conviction,
really universal community, is and always has the opinion so often upheld on the platform
been highly valued by the country in whose and in the Press by others more.eloquent
name I have the honour to speak. Though and better qualified than myself - namely,
I mention this point. I have no desire to that universal disarmament could never be
stress the real difference between the accomplished by a mechanical process
French proposal and the draft Convention expressed in a few simple figures. It could
-a difference which could be eliminated not be measured as in the graduated test-
only after somewhat thorny and difficult tubes of the chemical laboratory. The
negotiations. What I cannot help feeling problem - which would demand no small
is that an international and really universal effort on the part of the Governments 
community organised within the framework was first and foremost how to instil confi-
of the League is scarcely a practicable dence in advance, that mutual confidence
project at the present time. without which, however great our desire,

there can be no agreement to shorten - not
to say break - the sword.

In a two-line footnote, the French
proposal implies that the duties which it is
proposed to assign to the League and
particularly to the Council might, if need
arose, be exercised by "an international I do not propose to dwell again on this
authority " to be set up for the purpose of general and transcendent truth. Speaking
ensuring the co-operation of the non-member as an ordinary citizen of the world, and with
States; not the vaguest indication is given the grief which all truly peaceful minds and
as to the composition of this proposed trustful hearts must feel at the present time,
power. The difficult problem of a universal I will merely note first of all that since last
organisation is just suggested, an organi- autumn no favourable factor - quite the
sation which in its functions would be reverse - has arisen in the life of the nations
essentially similar to the present League, to create this feeling of confidence which is
though carried to a much greater degree so essential as a beginning to our work for
of perfection; none the less, the difficulties disarmament. Why emphasise the signs of
which stand in its way still remain, and present mistrust, which runs in some cases to
the problem itself still calls urgently for a crabbed malevolence and of which the least
solution. that can be said is that it is poisoning the

world and hangs lowering over the dis-
cussions at this Conference which has

It is, however, essential for the successful opened in the heavy atmosphere of a
completion of our great task that this threatening storm! I admit that each
problem should be solved. I quite realise delegation has in turn asserted its desire
that, as has been suggested in the French for peace and its people's longing for dis-
proposal, this solution may involve entrust- armament, but such declarations of good-
ing to an international organ, still wider in will lose much of their power to convince us
scope than the League, certain duties in when we compare them with popular
connection with the application of a Con- demonstrations, held now in one country,
vention to be subsequently concluded. now in another, at which the pacific spirit
Finland is prepared to support the creation that should permeate the world is abjured
of such a body, in so far as it appears to in street orations or even by a vote.
be essential to the success of universal
disarmament; she is convinced that, if only
the principle, which is political in its nature,
is once accepted, it will always be possible
to find a formula in harmony with the There can be nothing more desirable
Covenant. I will not examine this important for mankind than that the memory of wars
problem any further: but I was anxious to should gradually fade with time, but from
draw your attention to it, and in conclusion the victory of some countries over others
I will only emphasise once more the firm there ensues a de facto situation which
determination of my country to contribute has been recognised by treaty and within
to the utmost of its ability to the successful the bounds of which the endeavour to
conclusion of the work of the Conference. reconcile the peoples must be confined.

The present disastrous economic crisis
throughout the world has, nevertheless, one

The President. - M. Ghika, delegate of advantage in its bearing on the great
Roumania, will address the Conference. problem which has brought us together
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here; it proves that the interests of the disquieting state of mind that must be
nations form an indivisible whole and treated and cured.
demonstrates imperiously the points on While I am on this fundamental and
which a better understanding may be reached. burning question of moral disarmament.
Consequently, Governments must devote I am proud to remind you that Roumania
their attention to these economic problems was the first country to introduce in her
if they are ever to emerge together, and Draft Penal Code the offence of war pro-
more united, from the present dilemma. paganda - the propaganda referred to in the

Polish memorandum. My country intends
to bring her internal law into line with the

The Belgian Minister for Foreign Affairs ne international law.
expressed the other day his regret that rticle 229 of the Draft oumanian
Governments have not put their hearts Penal Code lays down: " Any person who,
into this task of high economic policy with a view to forcing the oumanian
but have deliberately, and far too often, State to declare a war of aggression, incites
followed a contrary course. And yet public opinion to such a war by propaganda
nothing at present seems to be more urgent conducted by the means indicated in
or useful than a joint effort in the above Article 138 (speeches, seditious songs, Press
sense, if it is desired to scrap the system articles, etc.) shall be punished by ordinary
of bilateral commercial Conventions, the imprisonment for terms of not less than
repercussions of which on third States tw months but not exceeding one year. 
lead to defensive counter-measures with I draw special attention to the fact that
all their train of economic reprisals engender- this clause was approved in June 1928-
ing further conflicts and even war, and if it that is before the Briand-Kellogg Pact
is desired to conclude multilateral agree- had outlawed war-and that it will come
ments to regulate unemployment and to into force as soon as Parliament has passed
revive the normal activity of international the new Penal Code. In the same spirit,
industry and trade. the Roumanian representatives at each

different conference in turn have expressed
he Polish Minister for Forn A s the desire that international Conventions

The Polish Minicsterd for the universal
has, moreover, perceived clearly that shoud and punishment of war pro-

organie moral disarmament is apiprevention and punishment of war pro-organised moral disarmament is a pri-
paganda and all individual acts likely

mordial condition for military disarmament pgnd a and all individal ats lie
and he sketched out its main lines in an to durb internatinal relatins
excellent memorandum last September. It When the League wa set up by the
will be admitted that that, is a task of Govements an ushered in upon the world,
prime necessity and that in every country e e s egarded it with an almost
a sincere effort should be made to discharge religious a and placed in their highest
it by those to whom is entrusted the aGe i s precincts of the League,it by those to whom is entrusted the |hopes. It really seems that in cdiscussing
education of the young - and consequently yeducation of the young - and consequently at Geneva, in these precincts of the League,
the future of the nations - whether in whose Council also sits to settle disputes

the home or in school or in church, while and watch over the observance of the
not forgetting the influence that is exercised Covenant by guaranteeing the pursuit of
by the cinema and the Press. Unfortunately, peace, we are all in a certain state of mind
:no country appears to have pursued a which leads us to feel that here peace is in herno country appears to have pursued a o kiomrespectedanddefendedbythe
methodical, comprehensive policy with a own kingdom, respected defended by the
view to that greater tranquillity which whole world; but certain echoes from afar
would make it possible to contemplate break in upon our conscience and cause us to

progressive disarmament. Are we furthering fear that a certain indecision is hardening into
the desire for peace - which is the factor inertia, a a result of which ituation have
that governs military disarmament - by been allowed to deteriorate until they

that evern amonghave begieuns to take the form of armed
distributing through the school authorities have begun 
text-books which are nothing more than conflicts. Things have reached such a point

a malignant denunciation of our neighbours? that the Frenh delegation has taken up
The minds of children are at the moment again certain old and logical proposals, and

way; twelve years after the world war, M. Tardieu, invitesus to invest the League at

for instance we find with stupefaction length with that force it has hitherto lacked.

that even among children's toys the little The Roumanian delegation warmly wel-
painted lead soldier of the past has given comes and supports this proposal, which, in

way, in the catalogues, to war ambulances, our opinion, furnishes not merely an instru-
with hospital orderlies, stretchers and muti- ment for the safeguarding and, if necessary,
lated soldiers, thus transforming into a the successful re-establishment of peace

fascinating plaything the hideous scenes through the application of speedy sanctions

of massacre which bled mankind white against a Covenant-breaking State, but
through four years of torture ! also, and above all, a means of supplying

the Covenant and the League with the
prestige and the force which, in the last

Do not, I beg you, shrug your shoulders resort, will curb the leaning to appeal to arms
at these things ! They are symptoms of a and to means of aggression between States.
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I must confess that I do not quite appre- To the particulars concerning the position
ciate the force of certain criticisms, according of her armaments, Roumania appended a
to which the endowment of the League few brief remarks to explain her situation;
with an international force is a priori an I should like to remind you that my
idea only fit for the realms of Utopia and country is in a special position geographically
should therefore be set aside as premature and that her armaments bear no relation
and as bearing no relation to the present to what she requires for her security; the
international psychology. It is precisely limitation of her future programme in
because humanity is still in a stage of brutal this respect must be commensurate with
egoism that we must contemplate - and the guarantees which may be given her
have - in the service of the League means and which will depend upon the effective
of compulsion to be used in the defence of application of Article 10 of the Covenant,
peace; so much the better if a hundred through the provision of speedy and effective
years hence generations yet unborn, whose assistance from the other Members of the
members are imbued with spiritual ideals of League, and the observance of the treaties
justice and zeal for mutual assistance, have and of the clauses in Part V of the treaties.
the good fortune to acclaim a League, whose
solemn warning will suffice for the mainten- Roumania, while not relinquishing the pro-
ance of peace, without the need for holding gramme for the reconstruction of her army
in reserve the threat of sanctions by force at a normal level as strictly required for the
of arms. defence of her soil, nevertheless trusts that

The criticisms levelled formerly against this Conference will produce tangible results
an international army belonged to the which will enhance the security of States,
period described as " the war moratorium ", thereby promoting disarmament. Roumania
to use the Anglo-Saxon terminology of will honour the pledge she gave in answer
General Smuts; but to-day, since the to M. Grandi's proposal for an armaments'
signature of the Briand-Kellogg Pact, war truce, and will not forget that, as regards
has ceased to be a legal instrument, and, in the budgetary question, 1932 is a touchstone
consequence, the objections raised ten years for the willingness of States to disarm. That
ago against an international army have lost being so, the Roumanian Government feels
their original force. that it can take part in the work of the

In the eloquent and suggestive speeches present Conference with the full measure of
of Sir John Simon, Mr. Gibson, and goodwill required by the common cause,
M. Grandi, as well as in that of M. Tardieu,and with the eloquent testimony of figures
we noticed, with the keenest satisfaction, to prove the reality of that goodwill.
certain points of agreement which afford
us a most welcome prospect as regards the Successive Roumanian Governments have,
prohibition of chemical and bacteriological over a long period of years, constantly
warfare and the use of bombing planes voiced their country's desire to live in
against open towns and the civil population. friendly relations with all States near and
Agreement on this point will have the far; to these principles she remains firmly
invaluable advantage of providing, if only attached, and she is ready to sign all
in a limited sense, a criterion by which the international agreements of a general or
aggressor in a given case can be determined - regional character of which the object is
amatter on which at present ideas are still to strengthen peace, and the disarmament
too vague. that ensues, under the protection of guar-

I am in agreement with the remarks ante-s of mutual assistance. I may repeat
which the head of the Polish delegation that this last condition is essential.
made on the subject of potential war Since we are the guests of the Swiss
strength. This is a matter of primary Federal Government, I should like to
importance if we compare, on the one hand, remind you that these views have already
the industrial equipment of States well been expressed in that language of clear good
supplied with factories and the capacity sense which, in the history of the Swiss people,
for the mass production of armaments by has ever accompanied their patriotism
the rapid transformation of their factory Upon the conclusion of the Treaty of Arbi
equipment, and, on the other hand, the tration and Alliance between the three
absence of similar resources in countries Sch and Unter
whose low industrial output places them i was proied that, should any discordit was provided that, "should any discord
under the handicap of having to procure arise between the confederates, the wise
from beyond their frontiers the arms and shall inervene and settle the difference by
munitions required for their defence, exposes arbitration in the manner which appears
them to all the uncertainties of transport to them most suitable, and if either of the
and loads them with the burden of heavy parties should disregard their award, the
payments due to the weakness of their other members of the Confederation will
currencies. combine against that party ". That is

Similarly, I follow the Danish delegation the very voice of reason.
in its opinion that some effective super-
vision is indispensable and would be one I will now conclude the general survey
of the most valuable means of securing during which, in my capacity of represen-
disarmament. tative of Roumania, a Member of the
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League, I reviewed my country's interests quantitative reduction of armaments, toge
in the defence of her territory consonant ther with greater security, as the very
with the obligations she owes to the foundation of future peace. She will do all
League, and the guarantees she receives in her power to bring nearer its still distant
from it; I should like finally to express the advent. This will to peace is the contribution
hope that the present Conference will to your work brought by my country,
accomplish some tangible and unanimous which - this is the appropriate moment to
agreement between the States attending it; say it- is disarmed and defenceless in the
for this, we must be on our guard against world.
working with undue haste; we must be Our will to peace is strengthened for a
careful not to press forward with schemes reason connected with the present world
of too radical a conception. Any progress, economic situation. Austria is one of the
however small, will be a success and will countries which is being most sorely tried
bring some relief to an uneasy world. Let the by the present crisis. How can she fail to see
first stage we are about to travel represent a in our work the road to an improvement in
genuine advance, one that will promise all aspects of national and international life ?
well for those to be attempted in later years, At the end of that long road perhaps we
for the unity of the nations in heart, or, at shall find more harmonious relations between
least, on the basis of common interest, nations, the solution of the social crisis in
for thus and thus only can civilisation be th resumption of production, freedom of
safeguarded under the banner of peace. international trade and a return to the

prosperity that has vanished.

The President. - M. Pfliigl, delegate of I should like to quote here a remark made
Austria, will address the Conference. last year by the President of the United

States of America before the International
Chamber of Commerce with regard to this

M. Pfliigl (Austria) : Conference: ".. of all proposals for the

Translation: I have neither the eloquence economic rehabilitation of the world, I know
of none which compares in necessity or

of the speakers who from this platform have imporf which compare ces s esity or
welcomed the convening of this Conference, with the successful result of
nor the authority which their ability and t o
their heavy responsibilities confer on them. Can this aim be achieved, can Austria
I can, however, be brief, because what obtain this result through an agreement to
Austria has to add to the important reduce and limit armaments which would
declarations we have already heard, from leave untouched the present legal inequality
representatives who include those of the and inequality of security, of which the
most powerful States in the world, can be young Austrian Republic has been a victim
summarised in a few words. What I am since its inception ? I will not look back to
about to say expresses the profound and the past and describe how the deprivation of
general conviction of a country whichmost its natural rights has hampered the develop-
ardently desires a happy issue to our work. ment of this young country during recent

years. I would venture, however, to urge
aWe have before us definite proposalsh- that in the long run no nation could accept

and no doubt there will be others which, such a state of affairs. Is it necessary
even though they differ as regards their moreover ?
content, can only be welcomed with great
satisfaction because they all tend to lead It is difficult to believe so when we read
our discussion, though perhaps by different Part V of the Treaty of St. Germain, which
paths, towards our common aim. contains the military, naval and air clauses,

and compare them with Austria's position
My Government, while not as yet expres- at the present time. When it came into being

sing a definite opinion, and reserving its in 1919, conditions which taxed the self-
right to submit any proposals it may deem respect of a free and democratic nation were
desirable during our proceedings, feels able imposed on the new Republic, which in the
at once to accept the proposals for the following year was to be admitted to the
effective and greatest possible reduction League at its first Assembly; at the time,
of the general level of armaments -a those conditions doubtless seemed necessary
condition which my country regards as in the interests of such security as would
essential - for the supervision of armaments permit of the disarmament which the
by an international commission, and for more powerful States then solemnly pro-
the abolition of aggressive armaments of all mised to bring about.
kinds, of chemical and bacteriological war-
fare and bombardment from the air, and The experience of the past few years seems
of all preparations in peace-time which to point to disproportion between the
may lead to such warfare. It is also in favour measures applied to Austria in preparation
of complete protection for the civilian for the result towards which we are all
population. working - general disarmament so far as is

possible--and the aspirations, methods
Austria has always supported these prin- and requirements - above all economic -

ciples. She regards the qualitative and of my country.
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Are you going to ask us to-day, in spite that are intimately linked up with it. I
of the promises you once made, in spite of the do not propose to dwell upon questions that
legal equality of the Members of the League, have already been discussed at length by
to perpetuate in a Convention freely the distinguished speakers who have pre-
accepted the legal inequality and inequality ceded me. We shall certainly have sufficient
of security which you yourselves would time in which to return to specific questions
refuse to accept ? in greater detail in the Commissions of

Austria is hoping to find in a first Conven- this Conference. For the moment, therefore,
tion on the limitation and reduction of I shall merely offer one or two observations
armaments, to which she would be admitted which seem to me of use.
on complete equality with the other
contracting parties, a first step towards
organised peace in a rejuvenated world. In t the first place, the Estonian delegation
During the long and arduous work which is feels that, if the Conference is to be a
before us, the Austrian delegation will strive success, a very clear distinction must be
after this first result. drawn between the ideal at which we are

all aiming and the practical possibilities of
The President. - General Laidoner, the moment. That, one can say in advance,

delegate of Estonia, will address the will not be easy, and a large measure of good-
Conference. will will be demanded of all the delegations

assembled here. The problem must be
General Laidoner (Estonia): approached in a liberal spirit of mutual

* - . .^ -i- • ^ ^ i understanding, and such an understandingTranslation : The discussion that has been understanding, and such an understandingwill be the easier to establish in proportion to
proceeding here during the last few days the fullness of our assurance that the first
has been a highly interesting one, as you world agreement on disarmament, even
will all have observed, and numerous ideas if it is no more than a first step and does
and proposals have emerged. All the not give complete satisfaction to everybody,
speakers have attacked the difficult and will be followed by other agreements, each
complex, problem with which we hate to representing a further advance towards the
deal with frankness, courage and a sense of goal we have set before us.
realities, which are essential if this discussion
is to lead to the tangible results which
we all desire and which our peoples are It is from this standpoint that the Esto-
anxiously awaiting. nian delegation views the draft Convention

Several specific proposals have already framed by the Preparatory Commission.
been tabled, and a large number of valuable Beyond doubt, there are omissions in the
and interesting suggestions have been made draft, and the solutions it offers are only
by my numerous predecessors on this partial. But the very entry into force of a
platform. My object in speaking now is Convention for the limitation and reduction
not to put before you proposals of any sub- of armaments would in itself mark a memor-
stantial novelty. I come here as the repre- able date in the history of international
sentative of a small country which has law and of the human race. It is only fair
regained its freedom after a long struggle - too to recognise that the Preparatory
and which is firmly determined to defend Commission and the League Secretariat
that freedom with all its strength, but has have achieved an immense amount of
no idea of attacking any other country. preparatory work, which will be of unques-

My country would have nothing to gain tionable value to us in our future activities.
by becoming involved in a war. On the con-
trary, we are convinced that any serious
conflict arising even between other Powers Several proposals have been made to
would necessarily have a pernicious effect amend or amplify the provisions of the
on the economic life of the world and draft Convention, and the Estonian delega-
therefore on that of Estonia. Bearing tion too will have certain observations to
these considerations in mind, the Estonian make when the debate on concrete questions
Government has always done everything begins. It is also ready to examine, in the
in its power, and will continue to do so, most favourable spirit and without precon-
to secure in the first place peaceful co- ceived ideas, all proposals put forward
operation between its neighbours and itself. by other countries. In its opinion, those
Happily, Estonia has succeeded in establish- proposals contain elements of an undoubt-
ing friendly relations with all her neighbours. edly practical character. There will no doubt
She will be delighted to see a good under- be some difficulty in co-ordinating them all.
standing reached between the other countries The Estonian delegation hopes, however,
also. that this will be successfully achieved,

Estonia's policy as a whole has been since it is sure that no delegation here fails
consistently governed by the ideas to which to recognise the immense complexity of the
I have referred, and our only desire is to task before us. Hence we are not prepared
continue to work in an orderly and peaceful to abandon ourselves to exaggerated and
atmosphere. sterile pessimism, but believe on the contrary

Let me now say a few words about the that the present Conference will enable
problem of disarmament and the questions elements to be found in the proposals which
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everyone can accept, and that it will lead supplementing them so as to render inter-
to positive results. We are resolved to national action still easier and more effective.
collaborate frankly and loyally and in a Extremely interesting proposals have been
spirit of goodwill in this work. put forward in this connection, as you all

know, and they deserve the most careful
As regards more particularly the proposals, consideration.

put forward by several delegations, con-
cerning the complete abolition of the manu- We do not think however that the
facture and use of weapons of a manifestly existing laws are bad in themselves. As has
offensive character, Estonia will naturally already been said, it is the will to apply
be glad to accept any agreement that may them that in some cases seems to have been
be reached in this direction. Experience lacking. As soon as these doubts are
shows, however - as has been pointed out removed, as soon as the world feels certain
by one or two speakers -that the practical that the international conventions already
value of such agreements in case of a serious in existence, or which may be concluded,
armed conflict should not be exaggerated. will be respected and applied by all States
Does this mean that they are useless? By and - if need be - against any transgressor
no means, for States violating such agree- State, the uneasiness which at present
ments would inevitably have world public prevails in all countries will disappear and
opinion against them. To say that this is the problem of disarmament will then
of no importance would be to have a singular be much easier to solve.
misconception of the value of that opinion.
The Estonian delegation thinks, however, I may possibly be too optimistic and my
that, in addition to possible agreements of Government has perhaps too much confi-
this kind, it is of the greatest importance to dence in the League, but we think that the
reinforce as far as possible the means of Covenant gives the League Council sufficient
preventing war. This requires, in the first moral and material force to enable it to
place, a better organisation of the interna- intervene effectively in an international
tional community and especially the deve- dispute. It is hard to believe that a small
lopment of compulsory arbitration for the country would, under the regime of the
settlement of disputes of any kind that may League and the Paris Pact, provoke a war.
arise between the Powers. It is all the more unlikely because small

countries, in view of the extremely high
Estonia has followed this policy exten- modern armaments, can nevercost of modern armaments, can never

sively. She was among the first States to become strongly armed States. Even in the
sign and ratify the Optional Clause of the case of stronger Powers, the Council, if it
Statute of the Permanent Court of Inter- to e use of its right, is in 
national Justice, and she has also concluded st enocgh to take useful and
bilateral treaties of conciliation and arbi- ti tio e nee onl loo

o wh effective action. We need only look back on
tration with numerous countries Further,tration with numerous countries. Further, the events of the last few years to see that,
she has adhered to the General Act as a ever it has taken vigorous action, itwhole. Awhenever it has taken vigorous action, it

whole. All progress made towards has succeeded in relieving the tension,
idea of compulsory arbitration in mutual while the measures adopted have in every
relations between States is hailed in my p c opinion.
country as a new step towards a better
order in inter-State relations and as progress 
towards a more perfect organisation of the t the Le e ovenat can affod a
international community, for that organisa-
tiont unfortunately, still has thany gaps to valuable guarantee of international security,tion, unfortunately, still has many gaps to are
be filled inprovided that all the Member States are

firmly resolved to respect it and to see
If one day the principle of compulsory that it is respected. We have heard during

arbitration is recognised by all States, the discussion several declarations which
humanity will have taken an enormous step are significant from this point of view.
forward. The problem of the definition
of the aggressor, which is still such a con- Before concluding, I should like to make
troversial one, would no longer present any one other general observation. With a
serious difficulties. Unfortunately, we have view to reducing the risk of further confla-
not yet reached that stage and this is one grations and restoring confidence between
of the reasons for the anxiety which weighs the nations, we must as far as possible
on the world. eliminate the actual causes of international

distrust. We consider that the increasing
It must, however, be admitted that the economic isolation of the various countries,

League Covenant creates for the States which creates a kind of economic warfare,
Members a situation materially different is one of the factors which threaten seriously
from that which existed before the world to impair friendly feelings between the
war. It would therefore not be entirely nations. If this state of affairs continues
correct to say that the international commu- and becomes further aggravated, as there
nity is not yet supplied with constitutional is reason to fear, it cannot fail to have
laws. Such laws exist, but we are quite serious repercussions on the general political
disposed to examine the possibility of situation.
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It is hardly conceivable that any country public opinion in certain countries, where the
could, out of pure altruism, renounce acute economic depression in particular has
measures for the protection of its national inflamed public opinion and has led to a
economy which, rightly or wrongly, it has wave of popular unrest which threatens to
thought fit to take. It is necessary that all overwhelm the Governments themselves.
countries in their own interests should
agree to make sacrifices and that is only If we are to achieve the task we have set
possible by joint action. In spite of the ourselves, we must be guided in the main
disappointing results of the World Economic by the principles of the Covenant. This
Conference and the Conferences for concerted simple principle is worth re-stating, as it
economic action, the League would perhaps will help us to grasp the truth of M. de
be well advised to take the first opportunity Madariaga's remark that the Covenant
of examining the possibility of a return to supplies us with a guiding light for the
a more normal system of economic exchanges direction of our ideas. A high authority
between States. on this subject has written that we must

study the Covenant if we are to avoid
War requires enormous sacrifices, both falling into a multitude of errors. For our

material and moral. The sacrifices involved present purpose, the article in the Covenant
by the organisation of peace are no less we should bear more especially in mind is
considerable. It calls for men of character Article 8, with its solemn and unequivocal
and courage. Let us hope that the statesmen injunction that we should "reduce national
in the various nations will bring to the armaments to the lowest point consistent
service of peace the moral qualities and with national safety and with the enforce-
courage which it requires. ment by common action of international

obligations ".
The President. - M. Pedro Cosio, delegate T nrr n r The interpretation of the phrase "lowestof Uruguay, will address the Conference. of Ur , wl a s te C. point consistent with national safety " has

for some time divided the nations into two
M. Cosio (Uruguay): distinct groups, one comprising the countries

which consider the first necessity to be the
Translation : After listening to the repre-' "effective organisation of security by imme-

sentatives of the nations to which the diate and adequate mutual assistance in
combination of circumstances controlling case of non-provoked aggression
the course of disarmament must give a
decisive voice in the solution of the impor- The general lack of confidence in the
tant problem before us, you will, I hope, various agreements which merely afford a
allow me to say a few words on behalf of the security based upon negative definitions,
Government of Uruguay. I can scarcely upon condemnatory measures guaranteed
claim to shed any new light on the question; by nothing more than the nations' sense of
I shall confine myself to a frank statement honour, makes it plain that those who
of opinion, free from nationalistic bias and aspire to something more positive are not
intended solely to serve the common entirely wrong.
interests of the nations.

The opinion of those who desire moreThe concrete proposals of France, the The opinion of thse who desre more
United Kingdom and the United Stateantal guarantees than the mere moral

the declarations of the rerentatives of and legal reprobation of war is founded, at
.Germay, y Itaaly, Bel gium and wtzerl and the present moment, on more objective andGermany, Italy, Belgium and Switzerland,Germany, Italy BelgiumandSwitzerlan convincing considerations, and postulates aand especially the remarks and proposals conving considerations, and ostulate a

of the Spanish delegation - to which I system of security accompanied by a certainof the Spanish delegation to which I measure of disarmament.think we can give unqualified support - disarmament.
and, in general, the various opinions voiced Tn conformity with the instructions of
here have led us to a genuine belief that this its Government the Uruguayan delegation
Conference will result in substantial achieve- t m i wishes to make it clear that it will supportments, rich in future possibilities. a system of mutually guaranteed security

The Uruguayan delegation thus takes a accompanied by the limitation of arma-
highly optimistic view of the significance ments. In taking this stand, we are actuated
of the Conference's initial proceedings, and by considerations with which the Confer-
for that reason we believe that the Confe- ence is already familiar, and also by the
rence will not leave mankind in the shadow fact that, when a powerful State demands
of the frightful spectre of war, bankruptcy security for all against unjustified aggres-
and revolution which the Belgian delegate sion, nothing could more plainly indicate
predicted as the inevitable consequence of its own freedom from aggressive designs or
the failure of our endeavours. any desire to retain the possibility of agres-

sive action in the future.
Certain nations, no doubt, will have to

consent to greater sacrifices than others, Another consideration which has prompted
especially if they are to make sure of the us to support the idea of reciprocal security
most vital influential element of our problem, is that it will calm public opinion and give
by bringing about the disarmament of it that confidence which at present it derives
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neither from the pacts for the renunciation patriotic duty, and their profound sense of
of war nor from the purely theoretical this patriotic duty has for the popular
declarations of pacifists. That, I think, is conscience the force of a moral obligation.
a matter of common knowledge to which This striking contradiction between the
we may refer without the least desire to legal obligations resulting from treaties and
distribute either praise or blame. the moral obligation which assumes in the

The genera.l scepticism premised by this public conscience the force of tremendous
lack of faith in the agreements which con- and deep-seated collective passions cannot
demn war but make no provision for their but claim the special attention of all those
own practical enforcement is confirmed who are examining the problem of disarma-
by the constant increase in so-called means ment.
of defence, more especially in countries It is no use repeating to discontented
whose geographical situation and history, countriesthat they must executetheengage-
as M. Hymans so strikingly observed with ents which their representatives have
regard to Belgium, fill them with not signed. Patriotic sentiment, when it is
unnatural anxiety for their own security. offended or believes itself to be the victim

Those who believe that disarmament or of grave injustice, finds in itself full justifi-
the limitation of armaments would suffice cation for the actions which inspire it. A
to usher in the reign of security would be people will not renounce its ideals, and it is
disappointed to note a disconcerting and safe to say that the young generation, which
highly serious growth of public distrust. does not hold itself responsible for the
This, as M. Herriot has well remarked, is faults and follies of the past, is compiling a
due to the fact that the current conception whole programme of patriotic demands and
of armaments is antiquated and that the pressing these demands with fervour and
war potential of a nation does not solely faith, as if inspired by a mystical emotion
depend upon its stocks of arms and muni- which makes this seem a sacred duty.
tions.

We consider therefore that an effective I am not pleading a cause, but merely
solution of the problem before us should explaining the existence of a phenomenon,
allow for the fact that disarmament and so that we may measure the full scope of the
security by arbitration and mutual assistance psychosis of discontent from which millions
are closely related. of Europeans are suffering and which helps

We now come to one of the most delicate to maintain in public opinion this aggressive
and subtle aspects of the question - that spirit, this state of war, so to speak, in the
which has been called moral diqsarmament, realm of thought. Such is the explanation
though this grave aspect of the problem of the spectacle presented to-day by hu-
has not always been carefully examined, inanity, which is divided into two opposite

camps: on the one hand, those nations
The primary cause of our most serious whih ae favour of maintaining the

and enduring difficulties is to be found in tats quo and desire security before disar-
the fac t e nd o mament; and on that the mentality and opcertainions
which predominated at, the end of 1918 outstanding exceptions, those nations which
inevitably led to a desire to crystallise and refuse to accept the status quo and are
perpetuate in the treaties certain clauses consequently not disposed to perpetuate a
to which an important section of European posiion which they regard as unjustee a
opinion refused to submit or conform, as if s w hich they desire to see anged beforec t n s ag which they desire to see changed before
they constituted a final decision, and against they sign any pact of mutual security which
which opinion is still in a state of latent would imply a guarantee of the inviolability
rebellion. of the general situation as it exists at

Such is the "state of war " of public present.
opinion, which is poisoning the European
atmosphere and making its evil influence The resistance offered by the discontented

nations whenever there is any question of
Wfelt throughout thinane world. atmosphee signing a general reciprocal pact of security,
We are living in an aggressive atmosphere such as the Locarno agreements, does not,

of continual polemics, and we see about us i u opnon, man that they propose to
the various nations clamouring for justice in o o m ta t p o tothe various nations clamouring for justice resort to war in order to realise their aspira-
and equality as interpreted by themselves tions by force, but rather reflects a desire
in the light of their several national aspira-to maintain a situation in which they have
tions. If we cannot succeed in eliminating not lost every hope of prsuing negotiations
some of the main causes of this discontent, by means of reciprocal concessions or of
it will be more difficult to arrive at defi- attaining by peaceful means as many as
nitive solutions, for there can be no moral possible of their fundamental demands.
disarmament unless men's minds are
reassured, and without moral disarmament For this reason, we should like to see
the great majority of the nations can have those who defend the thesis of security
no confidence in the sanctity of treaties. before disarmament take a broad view of

We must not ignore this collective psycho- all the circumstances. We all recognise
logy in connection with the problem we and highly appreciate what has been
have to examine. The peoples regard the accomplished in this direction by nations
defence of national claims as a supreme more favourable placed since 1918- the
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concessions made in the matter of debts, of the claims of past wars. Our frontier
the evacuation of territories before the had been recognised by Uruguay in one of
agreed date, and the like - all acts which those treaties which the vanquished have
do honour to the nations that performed no option but to sign. Twenty-five years
them, and which earned them the approval ago, by a spontaneous act on the part of
and gratitude of the world. Brazil, on the initiative of that distinguished

diplomat and statesman, Baron de Rio
The fact of their favourable situationThe fact of their favourable situation Branco, the debt was cancelled and the fron-

should, however, encourage them to give tier wa recified in our favour, Braziltier was rectified in our favour, Brazil
further benevolent consideration to the conceding to Uruguay a large measure ofconceding to Uruguay a large measure of
profoundly critical position of certain peace- jurisdiction over the waterways concerned
loving nations which simply desire to recon- and also some valuable islands.
cile their efforts for the final consolidation
of peace with the possibility of realising
certain claims that they feel unable entirely Uruguay is bound by ties of eternal
to renounce without loss of national dignity gratitude to Brazil and that, after all, is
in the best sense of the word. Even if such moral disarmament - and has devoted part
a state of mind be deemed in itself undesir- of the sum in question to the construction
able, we are bound to recognise the fact of an international bridge, one of the largest
that, all other circumstances being equal, and most beautiful in the world, and of a
it is common to all nations possessing a railway line running as far as the Brazilian
high degree of culture. town of Yaguaron. The frontiers between

the Argentine Republic and Brazil and our
In South America - my own continent - own country do not constitute a line of

security needs no pacts containing guarantees separation, but rather a bond of union and
based on force. Reciprocal confidence has a symbol of the most sincere and fraternal
been strengthened with us through the friendship.
settlement of all conflicts by means of
arbitration, the method adopted in America This situation may perhaps sugget to
years before the European war. The great solve European
majority of questions relating to frontiers cnfics, uraeolutos or ol tos
have been definitely settled, and there have durable i for on

solutions are durable which are founded on
been remarkable instances of magnanimitybeen remarkable instances of m~agnanimity principles of justice inspired by a spirit of
on the part of the stronger States, as was brotherhoo
the case in the last treaty concluded between roe
Uruguay and Brazil. We owed a. sum
amounting to some millions in settlement (The Conference rose at 12.40 p.m.)

THIRTEENTH PLENARY MEETING

Thursday, February 18th, 1932, at 10 a.m.

President: The Right Honourable A. HENDERSON.

CONTENTS. that they are determined to limit armaments
to a very considerable degree. That being

28 CONTINUATI~oN oF TE Gr NErRAL DiSCuSSiON.28 CONTINUATION OF THE GENERAL DISCUSSON. so, it is, I think, desirable that the German
S rpeeches by M. adolny (Germany), Government also should lay before the Con-

M. Malinoff (Bulgaria), Sir Granville Ryrie Government also should lay before h Con-
(Australia) and M. Mayard (Haiti). ference the proposals which the Chancellor

of the Reich, Dr. Briining, has already
announced, and I feel it my duty to sum-
marise them and briefly to explain the

28. CONTINUATION OF THE GENERAL German point of view.
DISCUSSION.

It might, perhaps, have been natural for
The President. - M. Nadolny, delegate Germany to content herself with combining

of Germany, will address the Conference. in a draft convention the various disarma-
ment clauses in the Treaty of Versailles

M. Nadolny (Germany): and submitting such a draft to this high
Translation: Numerous Powers have put assembly as the German counter-draft.

forward during the discussion concrete For that system of disarmament has been in
proposals for the forthcoming Disarmament effect for some years in several States.
Convention. Those proposals show that, Furthermore, it was the intention of those
even at the present stage, there is a certain who enjoined this disarmament, and who
measure of agreement among delegates at the same time drew up Article 8
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of the Covenant, that this method should To ensure that the prohibition of all
inaugurate general disarmament. classes of military air forces and of the

projection of warlike implements from air-
We have chosen another road, because craft shall be fully effective, we next

we intend to do our best to assist the Con- propose that all military influence should be
ference in reaching a tangible result. If I eliminated from civil aviation and the
may speak in my personal capacity for a danger of the military use of civil aircraft
moment, I pledge myself to do my utmost thus removed. With this object, we propose
to achieve such a result. While not discard- the prohibition, for instance, of the training
ing the bases underlying the clauses in the in civil flying of officers and men belonging
Treaty of Versailles, we have therefore to the services, the building o aeroplanes
merely submitted to you the main principles equipped for military purposes, and the
of those clauses which, in our view, could be maintenance, between the military services
applied to all countries. We have added and civilian aviation, of any relations having
to them certain proposals which we consider a military object.
would be likely to make disarmament
effective and durable. The proposals thus As you will have observed, the measures
framed deal with the whole sphere of dis- we recommend would entail, among other
armament. They are not, therefore, mere things, the complete abolition of aerial
additions to the Preparatory Commission's and chemical warfare. If those measures
draft Convention, but orm the component were carried out, we should undoubtedly
parts of a plan which we propose for discus- accomplish a great advance, by which
sion side by side with the Preparatory all mankind would benefit. Nevertheless,
Commission's draft. the true aim of the Conference would

not be achieved if we failed to reduce

proposals - first, the abolition of weapons and likewise to limit authoried armaments
used primarily for aggressive pueposes in conformity with Article 8 of the Covenant,used primarily for aggressive purposes,nsistent with national
including, in particular, weapons which are to the lowest pnt consistent with national
also a menace to the civil population; safety and the enforcement by common
secondly, an effective reduction and a action of international obligations.
general limitation of armaments, extending
in both cases to all categories of armaments. The Conference's efforts should be directed
Classifying our proposals under these head- to the questions of qualitative and quanti-
ings, we make the following suggestions tative disarmament, which must be handled
regarding weapons of offence: vigorously and methodically. The German

delegation accordingly proposes:

1. Abolitrion of heavy artillery; bFirst, the general abolition of compulsory

2. PAbolition of tfanks; *service, and, if this cannot be achieved, we
propose that reasonable allowance be made

3. Prohibition of all classes of military for the trained reserves forming part of the
aviation, whether of the army or the compulsory service armies, and that such
navy;navyblto; ocetihenreserves be covered by the general limitation.

4. Prohibition of fortresses which Secondly, we propose that the police,
might constitute a direct menace to other gendarmerie and similar bodies should be
nations. limited, and all measures for their military

employment prohibited.

I note with satisfaction that the foregoing
proposals are to a great extent in concor- Thirdly, we propose that authorised arma-
dance with those put forward by a number ments, including stocks, should be reduced
of other speakers. The proposals for the and directly limited by category and in
abolition of certain heavy armaments are quantity, by the fixing of maximum
completed by two other suggestions which figures. We likewise propose the destruction
relate to the methods of waging war and of material in excess of the authorised
which appear to be the only suggestions amounts.
that can assure the protection of the civilian
population, provided, of course, they are now come to the chapter on naval
fully carried out. I refer to : forces. While it is true that the Preparatory

Commission's draft contains certain figures,
these are only given, in the words of the

1. The proposal to extend the prohibi- Convention, as an illustration. They are
tion of the use of gas and bacteriological to be determined finally by the Conference
materials to preparations for the use of itself. The German delegation proposes a
such weapons, and reduction in tonnage and calibre of guns for

the various categories of ships, a substantial
2. The proposal for the unqualified reduction in comparison with that prescribed

prohibition of the projection from air- in the Washington and London Treaties for
craft of implements of war of all kinds. the five great naval Powers.
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Previous speakers have one and all men- imperfections which would seem to call for
tioned, and rightly, the heavy financial more thorough consideration. I am thinking,
burdens due to armaments and the interests for instance, of the fluctuations in the
of the taxpayers. The German proposal purchasing power of gold, which we are
takes full account of these considerations. now witnessing in several countries. Fur-
Plainly, the ratios between the various naval thermore, this method completely ignores
forces will remain unchanged if all countries existing stocks of material, although these
agree to the tonnage proposed. A 10,000- stocks play an important part in any exami-
ton boat naturally costs far less than a nation of the disarmament problem, espe-
35,000-ton vessel, but the German dele- cially as their importance differs so widely
gation can say at once that it is also prepared in the various countries. It is only by
to support the complete abolition of capital applying the direct method - that is to
ships, proposed by Italy, Spain and other say, by fixing maximum figures for the
countries. In full accord with certain categories of arms in question - that these
other delegations, we further propose the stocks can be reduced and limited. Never-
complete abolition of aircraft-carriers and theless, the German delegation is of opinion
submarines. that the question of expenditure should

also be embodied in the provisions relating
to the exchange of information, andI may also say that the German delega- it has, in its proposals, emphasised the

tion is prepared to agree to proposals which necessity of extending to expenditure the
go further than this. In particular, we obligation to publish particulars with regard
should welcome the adoption of the Spanish to the position of armaments, as provided
proposal to forbid the equipping of merchant for in Article 8 of the Covenant.
vessels in time of peace in such a way as to
enable them to be used for military purposes.

Allow me to add a few explanations of the
You will remember that in the Preparatory German point of view. We are here to

Commission the German delegation expressed reach an agreement on general disarmament.
the opinion that non-floating material Our Convention must apply to the whole
should also be subject to direct limitation, world, and therefore to Germany also.
in order to avoid a serious defect in the Germany is a Member of the League and
Convention. belongs to it on the same footing and with

the ame rights as all the other Members.
Consequently, Ar icle 8 of the Covenant

As regards the international control of must apply to Germany in the same way
disarmament, we ask that such control as to all the other Members. The Conference
shall be effective and shall be applied will not, I am sure, maintain that provisions
equally to all countries, relating to the position o armaments

different from those prescribed in the
Covenant could be applied to any MemberThis control must, however, be effectively of the League. A few days ago, our vene-

supplemented by the limitation and contol rable colleague, Count Apponyi, delegate
of the trade in arms and of their manufac- of Hungary, clearly pointed out that the
ture, bothprivateandpublic. Iconsiderthat disarmament clauses in the Peace Treaties
the Conference would do well to study very must be replaced by the new Convention to be
carefully the draft Conventions already pre- concluded under rticle 8 of the Covenant.
pared on this subject, which is indubitably I can only associate myself with his argu-
the most important element in the problem ments, and I would add that there is no
of the control of armaments. The German clause in the Treaty of Versailles which can
delegation proposes that imports and exports alter this position, and that I can hardly
of arms, ammunition and war material be believe that the League would tolerate a
systematically prohibited, and that they situation in which one Member of its
should be authorised only for the supply of Council was subjected to discriminative
countries which have no armaments industry. restrictions in what is one of the mostIt further suggests that, in countries possess- important fields of the Council's work.ing armaments factories, the production of
such arms, ammunition and war material
be restricted to the quantities authorised
for those countries and for the States which Germany is prepared, on condition that
have no armaments industry. the Convention to be concluded applies to

her in exactly the same way as to all other
States, to co-operate to the best of her

I would like to say a few words more powers in the task before the Conference.
about the limitation of expenditure. This I need hardly say that she is prepared to
method of disarmament has advocates in make all possible allowance for the national
many countries, and, at first sight, seems to security of other States- that is to say,
be a particularly valuable addition to in so far as is compatible with Article 8
the system of disarmament. On closer of the Covenant, or, in other terms, with
inspection, however, we cannot fail to effective general disarmament and with her
detect in this method certain flaws and own security.
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The requirements of security cannot and can represent the charter of our arma-
must not prevent disarmament. We share ments and, consequently. of our security.
the opinion which has been expressed by I can assure you that Germany will not
many speakers and is implied in the wording be found lacking in goodwill.
of Article 8 of the Covenant - namely, that
security is primarily guaranteed by the most
effective possible measure of general dis-
armament on a large scale. When one PROPOSALS OF THE GERMAN DELEGATION.
has only small guns, one cannot use big
guns, and if there were no revolvers in the
world there would plainly be fewer accidents. When the German Government rejected
That is obvious. the draft Convention at the last session of the

Preparatory Disarmament Commission, it
made it clear that, at the Conference itself,
it would do its utmost, in co-operation

We are well aware that, in the present with the other countries, to help find the
atmosphere of general mistrust, there is a right way to disarmament. It is in this spirit
certain tendency to look for stronger that the German delegation submits the
guarantees against the risks of war in the following proposals to the Conference.
form of general measures of security; but,
as you will remember, it is apparent from
the Locarno Final Protocol that it was In drafting these proposals, the German
then thought that the time had come to delegation started from the fact that Ger-
carry out disarmament by means of a general many and three other countries have already
understanding, and you will also remember carried through disarmament for some years
that the League of Nations expressly stated past, under a regulation which was set up by
in 1928 that the position of general security the same Powers that drafted Article 8 of the
was such as to allow of a reduction of Covenant and declared at the same time
armaments. that the disarmament of the above-

mentioned four countries was to be the first
step towards general disarmament as provi-
ded for in the Covenant. Germany therefore

We have now received the French delega- considers her own disarmament as indicative
tion's proposal for the creation of an inter- of the course which the disarmament of all
national police force. This proposal also, Members of the League will have to follow,
according to a statement in the preamble, regard to the fundamental equalitya having regard to the fundamental equality
anticipates the conclusion of a disarmament of rights of all Members of the League which
Convention. Indeed, the creation of such excludes all discrimination in regard to any
an armed force must obviously depend on f tem The principles governing the
a general adjustment of armaments. Wesa gener this poposal wamarmaments. We general reduction and limitation of arma-
shall examine this proposal with all the Conference is called upon

care that it deserves My Government is ments, which the Conference is called upon
care that it deserves. My Governmepnt is, to lay down, must be equally applicable to
I need hardly say, prepared to consider all Members of the League and to all coun-
any other suggestion that is calculated to tries associating themselves with the League's
facilitate our task. Only, disrmament actionfor disarmament.
must not be delayed.

The defects and omissions of the draft
Convention, which have madeitunaccept-

One last word. Some speakers have stated Conventio, whih have m ad e t naccetable to the German Government, can be
that this Conference is not a peace confer- ee o th reservations incorporated in

seen from the reservations incorporated in
ence. I am unable to agree. In our view,reparatory Commission.
it is a peace conference, inasmuch as it is e ep f e epaa mmissi
called upon to establish and secure one of A few examples wi be sufficient.
the most important foundations of peace
at a time when the whole world is shaken One of the chief defects of the draft Con-
by the greatest crisis in history. We hope vention is the insufficient limitation of land
-- indeed, we are convinced- that the material. A mere reduction of expenditure,
firm resolve of all the statesmen assembled as provided -or in the draft, neither
here will enable us to succeed in removing affects the existing material in service or in
all the major points of divergence which stock, nor does it provide a reliable basis for
undoubtedly still exist on the question the future limitation of fresh material. The
of disarmament, and that we shall thus be draft Convention enables the countries
able to eliminate yet another cause of generally to keep, and even to increase,
resentment that precludes the creation of their heavy offensive armaments. The air
an atmosphere of peace- I mean dif- armament as such, n particular, is allowed
ferentiation in the matter of disarmament. to subsist in the draft. By exempting from
We must endeavour to secure a Convention reduction and limitation the main part of
which, while taking into account the special reserve aircraft and reserve airplane engines,
circumstances of each State, is really so the draft even creates the possibility of a
framed as to make it possible for all of us competition between the signatory States
to sign it. Only a convention such as that in the development of these instruments of
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aggression. As to personnel, the draft 3. Due regard must be had in any case
Convention allows the various systems of to the special circumstances of States
recruitment to be maintained, but in the having a militia system.
case of conscript armies it does not include 
in its provisions the trained reserves on 4. The number of officers should be
which the strength of such armies rests. fixed at the lowest possible figure for all
Finally, by departing in almost every countries alike in terms of a percentage ofdeparting in almost every the total effective strength of the armies, anddecisive point from the rules of disarmament
imposed upon Germany at the end of the that figure must not be exceeded.
war, while expressly maintaining these 5. Police forces, gendarmerie and similar
same rules for Germany in its general organisations must be limited and subjected
provisions, the draft Convention makes it to provisions excluding their utilisation for
impossible to reach an acceptable solution military purposes.
of the problem of disarmament.

B. Material

The following proposals, which are not 6. It shall be generally and absolutely
exhaustive-but reproduce the opinion of the forbidden to maintain and utilise the follow-German Government in its general outline, ing categories of arms
are intended to carry through an effective
reduction and limitation of armaments (a) Outside fortresses and field works:
extending to all important factors of arma- guns of more than 77-mm. and howitzers
ments. They include, in particular, measures of more than 105 mm.;
of fundamental importance in regard to the (b) In fortresses and field works : gunsprevention of an aggression. The proposals of more than 150 mm. and howitzers of
are based upon the principle that there can more than 210 mm.
be only one system of disarmament in
future which must be equal y applicable to (e) Mortars and trench-mortars of
all countries; such a system would produce every kind of a calibre of more than
an equitable and effective solution of the 150 mm.;
problem of disarmament if armament figures
to be incorporated in it for all countries were (d) Tanks of every kind.
fixed at the lowest possible level. Theseproposals -are furthermore taking ino7. The armaments allowed under theproposals are furthermore taking into
account the necessity to safeguard the above regulation shall be fixed for each State
national safety of nations as provided for in both as regards categories and quantities
Article 8 of the Covenant. together with a uniform allowance for

replacements. Countries which do not
possess armament factories and workshops
of their own can furthermore be authorisedIn submitting these proposals to the to retain certain reserve stocks. Armaments

Conference, the German delegation wishes to existing beyond the authorised limit must
make it clear that the German Governmentbe destroyed.
cannot accept a Convention unless its
provisions are equally applicable to Germany
and to other signatory countries. C. Fortifitations.

8. The construction and maintenance
of fortresses, field works and works which,
owing to their proximity to the frontier,
constitute a direct menace to the neigh-

I. LAND FORCES. bouring country and might possibly obstruct
measures taken for the prevention of war,
shall be prohibited. (As regards coast-

A. Personnel. defence works, see II.C.)

1. The personnel of the land forces shall II. NAVAL FORCES.
generally be recruited only by means of
voluntary enlistment. A. Material.

9. The maximum tonnage of the various
2. Should this solution prove to be types of vessels shall be reduced simulta-

unacceptable to the Conference, and should, neously with a proportional reduction of the
in consequence, the choice of their military total tonnage. 1No vessel of war shall, in
system be left to the decision of the countries future, exceed 10,000 tons or carry guns of a
themselves, it will be necessary, in the case of calibre of more than 280 mm.
conscript armies, to make adequate allow-
ance for trained reserves, which are known 10. The maintenance of both naval and
to constitute the main part of armies in case land air forces being prohibited under
of war, and to include these trained reserves Chapter III, the maintenance of aircraft-
in the general reduction. carriers is likewise generally forbidden.
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11. Submarines shall be abolished and (a) Any instruction and training of

forbidden. any person in aviation having a military
character or a military purpose.

12. The following "definitions" shall (b) Any instruction or training of
apply to all vessels except special ships or members of the army or navy in civil
vessels exempt from limitation aviation.

(a) Capital ships : vessels of war whose (c) The construction maintenance,
displacement exceeds 6,000 tons standard importation or putting into commission
displacement or which carry a gun with a of aircraft which is in any way armoured
calibre exceeding 150 mm. ; or protected or supplied with devices for

(b) isers: vessels of war exceeding the reception of warlike armaments of

800 tons standard displacement or the any kind, such as guns, machine-gus,
calibre of whose guns exceeds 105 mn.; torpedoes, bombs or which are supplied

with gunsights or devices for the dropping

(c) Destroyers: vessels of war whose of bombs and with similar warlike instru-

standard displacement does not exceed ments.
800 tons and the calibre of whose guns maintenance of any relations

(d) The maintenance of any relations
does not exceed 105 mm. between the military or naval adminis-

tration and civil aviation for any military
13. The non-floating material shall be ro o or r

fixed for each country both as regards 
categories and quantities.

IV. GENERAL CLAUSES.

B. Personnel. A. Chemical Arms.

14. The naval personnel shall only be 20. The prohibition of the military

recruited by way of voluntary enlistment. utilisation ot asphyxiating, poisonous or

The system of limitation, however, should similar gases and all similar liquids, matters

be adapted to the system to be applied to or processes, as well as of all other means of
be adapteronem of ld to res
the personnel of land forces. | bacteriological warfare, shall be extended to

the preparation of the utilisation of these

15. As regards officers and warrant offi- weapons.
cers, a percentage of the total strength
shall be fixed as maximum limit. B. Traffic in Arms

and Manufacture of Arms.

C. Fortifications. 21. The export and import of war

armaments and their ammunition as well as

16. Coast-defence fortifications may, in of war material shall be strictly prohibited.
principle, be maintained in their present Countries, however, which are not in a posi-

extent. Fortifications, however, which control tion to manufacture the quantities of arms,

natural waterways between two open seas war materials and munitions allotted to

shall be forbidden, in order to secure to all them shall be given the possibility of

nations free and unhampered passage importing the necessary quantities from

through these waterways. abroad.

22. The manufacture of war armaments
and munitions as well as of war material

III. AIR FORCES. shall only be carried out in a limited number

of private or State factories or workshops
17. Th ien e o rf which shall be maintenance of air forcepublic. The Govern-

kind is forbidden. The total air-force ments undertake to ensure, by appropriate
material which has so far been either in measures, that the production does not
service or in reserve or in stock shall be exceed the quantities allowed for their own
destroyed, except those armaments which use and for export to countries without an
are to be incorporated in the quantities armaments industry.
allowed for land and naval forces.

18. The dropping of bombs or any other C. Expenditure.
objects or materials serving military purposes
from aircraft, as well as all preparations to
this effect, shall be forbidden without any 23. In conformity with the obligations
exception. |of the Members of the League embodied in

Article 8 of the Covenant, to exchange full

19. With a view to strictly enforcing the and frank information as to the scale of

prohibition of any military aviation, the their armaments, this exchange must also

following shall, inter alia, be forbidden: extend to expenditure for armaments.
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Observation. - The German delegation are of however, that they have pointed out the
opinion that the numerous deviations from the solid main lines of the methods to be followed.
basis of the gold standard which have recently
occurred are going to bring about such a decisive and I these circumstances, it i for us to
unforeseen change in purchasing power that, for the choose between the various proposals made
time being, the method of financial limitation cannot and to adopt those which appear easiest
be used as an effective measure of disarmament. Under to achieve and hich are most consonant
the present economic and monetary circumstances, co on
the application of this method would give rise to with both the interests of the common
continual derogations which would seriously interfere cause and those of our individual nations.
with the steady advance of the process of contractual
disarmament. Moreover, the establishment of a
common plan for the financial limitation would be Conscious as we are that others must
connected with extraordinary difficulties owing to take the predominant part in the great
the great differences which are at present existing task of disarmament, we feel it our duty
in the various countries as to the stocks of material
in hand. On the other hand, regard must be had to to make our humble contribution to the
the fact that any really effective direct disarmament success of the work, and, in particular,
would be automatically accompanied by the indis- to lay before the Conference our views
pensable decrease of the heavy financial burdens on matters directly concerned with dis-
under which the nations are suffering owing to the
exaggerated level of armaments. armament.

D. Control. With her sincere desire for peace, disarmed
as she is and without effective guarantees
for her security, Bulgaria is happy to24. The carrying through and the obser- ob er international relations haveobserve that international relations havevation of the disarmament clauses shall be shown an undoubted improvement ad that

secured by a procedure of control equally much has been done to diminish national
applicable to all countries. antagonisms. Europe is no longer in the

position that existed when the Peace Treaties
were signed. The distinction between

V. TRANSITORY PROVISIONS. victors and vanquished tends more and more
to evaporate and to be replaced by the feeling

25. 'In so far as the realisation of the of international union. The rapid growth of
present proposals necessitates measures of a this sentiment has led to the conclusion of
technical nature or measures of organisation, numerous treaties of non-aggression, arbitra-
the Conference shall have to lay down tion and mutual assistance, and also to a
provisions regarding the procedure and the general pact against war as a guarantee
periods which the various States shall have of security and peace, in addition to those
to observe in adjusting their present arma- contained in the League Covenant; above
ments to the level fixed by the Convention. a this sentiment has given birth tothe

admirable idea of European Union, which
The President. M. Malinoff, delegate shows more clearly than anything else

of Bulgaria, will address the Conference. the great distance that has been travelled
since the close of hostilities, and is evidence

M. Malinoff (Bulgaria): of the general desire among the European
peoples to bring about a new Europe,

Translation : Let me first say with what united and undivided. Owing to this
great satisfaction the Bulgarian Govern- healthy development, Bulgaria feels herself
ment welcomes the meeting of the Confer- justified in considering that the fundamental
ence for the reduction and limitation of difference between the present conditions
armaments. and those existing immediately after the

My Government greatly hopes that the war removes any necessity for the strict,My Government greatly hopes that the one-sided disarmament to which she has
Conference will achieve the maximum disarmament to which she has
results which can be expected during the been subjected.
first stage on the long road we have to
travel before we can reach our final goal Every fresh problem requires a fresh
- general disarmament. The way would, solution. In the view of Bulgaria, the solu-
however, be shorter and far smoother if ton for the present problem is to be found
we gave up for ever the mistaken and in a definitive consolidation of the means
pessimistic idea that war is an inevitable which have been placed at the world's
necessity. disposal by the League Covenant, but which

have not always been sufficiently actively
We must not, therefore, confine our employed in the settlement of the differences

efforts to humanising the methods of war; that have arisen from time to time. This
we must destroy the idea of war itself. consolidation can only be obtained by the
That is, indeed, the ideal of all nations. conclusion of a general pact of mutual

Bulgaria does not aspire to lay before assistance or by the creation of an interna-
you plans and systems of disarmament. tional army to apply effective sanctions
She is conscious of the modest position for any breach of the Covenant. A further
she occupies, and considers that this task essential is the establishment of legal
is one incumbent more especially on the equality and of freedom for each country
great Powers. We are glad to recognise, to adopt the system of recruitment best
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suited to the needs of its national defence, affect every nation. There is abundant
the individual circumstances of each being evidence that anxiety tinges the interest
taken into account. taken in the work of this Conference. We

have proof of this in the personal and collec-
Thus the edifice to be raised by our tive appeals which were submitted to the

common efforts must rest upon a founda- Conference at the special plenary meeting
tion of equality and equity, failing which on Saturday, February 6th. Interest in the
it cannot stand, nor correspond to the Conference is not confined to any particular
high ideals which inspired the authors of section of the community, but one would be
the Covenant. Bulgaria is especially entitled safe in thinking that it affects intensely the
to make this claim, because the Peace rising generation, whose hopes are based
Treaty imposed upon her a volunteer n this Conference achieving some
army which has no relation to her social concrete results which will debar them from
structure or her financial resources, which experiencing the horrors of warfare.
conforms neither to the external nor internal
requirements of her national security and
which, moreover, in the present economic The Australian delegation has come to
depression, entails a particularly heavy this Conference with instructions from its
burden for her exchequer. The reduction of Government to do everything possible and
her armed forces and the change in recruiting to assist in working out apraticable scheme.
methods which she has been compelled Its participation here and its firm resolve to
to accept, added to her geographical situa- collaborate in achieving success naturally
tion, have placed Bulgaria in a position of accrue from my country's agreement in the
manifest insecurity which is a real obstacle Washington and London Treaties, from the
to her peaceful development. solid support it has afforded the League of

In the hope that, in the name of peace Nations and its adherence to many measures,
and of a proper understanding of the within and without the League, which have
interests of humanity, the remarks which been directed towards fostering the inter-
I have just made will be given serious con- national spirit and establishing means for
sideration, and that Bulgaria, no less than the peaceful settlement of international
other States, will be guaranteed a security disputes. And just as the presence of the
worthy of the name, my country declares Australian delegation at this Conference is
that she is ready to bring to the Conference a natural consequence of its past attitude
her modest quota of assistance in ensuring towards the League, so is it also an earnest
its success and that she will accept any of its future policy. The component parts
Convention founded upon the principles of the world have become so interdependent
I have set forth. that any policy of strict isolation or indiffer-

ence to the general trend of events outside
our particular spheres can result in nothing

The President. - Sir Granville Ryrie, but chaos.
delegate of Australia, will address the
Conference.

So much has been said during the last
Sir Granville Ryrie (Australia). - I desire fortnig as to the general problem of

to take this opportunity, the first that disarmament, and so ably was the previous
presents itself, of explaining and apologising history summaried by you, Mr. President,
for the absence from the general discussion in your opening address, that little, if
of the Hon. J. G. Latham, the Attorney- anything, is left for me to say of the prepara-
General and Minister for External Affairs of tory work carried out by the League. I feel,
the Commonwealth of Australia. The however, in common with many other
Government of which Mr. Latham is a speakers, that now is the time for thio Confer-
member has been in office only a matter of ence to render a distinct service to mankind.
some weeks, and this has made it impossible We should not dwell upon, or even contem-
for him to leave Australia in time to reach plte, the consequences of failure - if we
Geneva for the opening phases of the Con-have this at the back of our minds or let any
ference. I am informed, however, that such thoughts exercise an influence on our
Mir. Latham will reach Geneva some time deliberations we are committing a folly.
before the Conference reaches the committee It is, however, well to bear in mind the
stage. enormous responsibilities with which we are

charged. We cannot overlook the fact that
This gathering of over sixty States, a unique opportunity is presented to us,

Members and non-members of the League and it is obvious to all that there wil be
of Nations, intent on examining the complex many difficulties and obstacles which it will
and colossal problem of the reduction and be necessary for us to overcome in the course
limitation of armaments, is surely epoch- of our work.
making, if not the most outstanding event
in present-day history. It is attracting
world-wide attention. Its proceedings are It is not inconsistent with a keen and
being followed in every part of the globe, genuine desire to promote and further the
and any result it achieves will undoubtedly aims of the Conference to state my country's
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position in the matter of national defence. welcome and would give most careful
It is not inappropriate to mention Australia's consideration to the practicability of restrict-
geographical remoteness, the great depen- ing the calibre of large land guns.
dence of her economic life on external trade,
and the fact that she is a young and develop- May I say at this juncture that my
ing country. These considerations and the Government regards many of the proposals
international situation are the factors, per- put before this Conference as being of the
manent and legitimate, which influence in highest order and of primary importance ?
the main the Australian defence policy. The particular points I have enumerated,
When considering the size and establishment however, are those which Australia regards
of the naval, military and air forces main- as worthy of most serious consideration, and
tained in Australia and taking into account it very much hopes that, when the committee
the circumstances of the position of Aus- stage is reached, these technical aspects of
tralia, it is obvious to any student of the problem of disarmament will receive the
armaments that our policy in this matter is consideration they deserve. We express the
based solely on motives of national defence. hope that in these technical matters all
During recent years, in each of the three interests, save those for which the Conference
services mentioned, drastic reductions have has been primarily convened, will be sunk
been made in personnel, periods of training in a common effort to achieve unity and
and in the monetary provision for the success.
purchase of stores. This year - and this fact
should be carefully noted - Australia's total In conclusion, I would like to tell you
provision for defence expenditure represents something of the effects of the last cala-
less than 40 per cent of her highest post-war mitous war upon my country, which I think
budget. is the youngest country in the world, and

is many thousands of miles removed from
the storm centres of that catastrophe. I
think it may bring home to the delegates the
very far-reaching effects of such an upheaval.

I should now like to put before you in Upon the outbreak of hostilities and upon
what concrete manner the Government Great Britain becoming embroiled, our
of the Commonwealth of Australia can Australian men hastened to volunteer their
contribute to the aims this Conference has services, they rallied to the standard, at the
before it. My Government considers the bugle's call they came in their thousands,
draft Convention to be a suitable basis of from north and south, east and west. These
discussion. That, however, will not preclude splendid fellows hardly knew, and did not
my delegation from considering any other care, what the trouble was about; they only
additional proposals either to be made or knew that the Motherland was at war and
already made. As to the French proposals needed soldiers to fight. There was no
for the creation of an international force, it desire to kill; the blood lust was not upon
appears to me, on first examination, that it them; but without compulsion, purely
would be very difficult to carry into effect, voluntarily they came from far and wide -
and in this connection I find myself ingeneral those hardy outback bushmen, the expert
agreement with ali the observations of my axemen from the forest country, timber-
colleague, the delegate of New Zealand. cutters, sleeper-getters, kangaroo-shooters,

thousands of men who had never seen the
sea, some of them riding 500 miles to get to
a railway station; their one thought seemed
to be to get in before it was too late.

The Australian Government accepts in
principle the proposal to set up a Permanent The response to the call was such that a
Disarmament Commission. It will whole- population of five and a half millions sent
heartedly support any measures for the nearly 400,000 men overseas. How they
effective prevention of chemical and bac- fought and how they died is recorded in the
teriological warfare. In this connection it is war's history, but the cruel part of it is
difficult to imagine that any single State that 66,000 of Australia's young manhood
represented at this Conference would not sleep for ever on what to them are foreign
acquiesce in placing a ban upon such shores. In France and the fields of Flanders
diabolical methods of waging war. In amongst the poppies they lie; in Egypt,
considering the use of these methods of the Desert, the Holy Land of Palestine,
warfare, it would be perfectly correct to Gallipoli, Syria, Mesopotamia. Think of it,
assume that among the victims of this the cruelty of it, the cruel slaughter of that
horrible use of the ingenuity and work of the generation of young men, the flower of
scientists would be numbered many millions Australia's manhood, the men who should
of innocent civilians. My Government would to-day be at the helm in Australia, in
also be a party to any agreement which had politics and in industry. Those men to-day
for its object the abolition o submarines. would be in their prime, and are badly
My remarks in this connection apply equally needed by us. You will not have forgotten
to the reduction of the size of ships of war how eloquently that young American student
and the calibre of naval guns. We would pleaded for the present generation, for the
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youth of that country. So I plead for the gent interests represented in this Assembly,
younger generation of my native land, nor do we flatter ourselves that you will
Australia. linger for any considerable time over the

And there is the economic side to the terms of our declaration.
picture, although it pales into insignificance
when compared to the loss of our kinsmen, But the development of world affairs
but you will doubtless be amazed when makes more and more evident the discredit-
I tell you that the war added some ing of the old ideas of nationality, race and
£400,000,000 to our National Debt; but continent, which are now the specific concern
so it is with our small population of 6,000,000 only of political parties; it is the entire
people. world that is becoming more and more the

Well, what are we going to do about it? unit of geographical, political and economic
Are we going to take advantage of the values. No people, however distant, can
assembling of this Conference, the greatest hope to escape the repercussions of the
and most important ever held in the world, misfortunes or prosperity of others. Thus
to achieve something in the way of a it is that we have come from all quarters of
reduction of armaments which would be the globe to this hall, and that Haiti now
a step forward upon the path leading to raises her voice among you, in concert with
universal peace, or are we going to allow those of the small States entirely devoid of
the whole thing to be thrown back in the armaments.
melting-pot ? No, that must not be. Let
us so strive that we shall ensure success. The great war, which arose out of an
It is to me like a bad dream, a nightmare, episode in the eternal Balkan question, was
to think that there might be a recurrence not merely local in its effects, but dragged
of the awful happenings of the years 1914- the whole world into the horrors of the most
1918. It must not be. Let each of us here gigantic conflict known to history. The
as delegates determine that we shall succeed, post-war period enclosed humanity in the
determine that we shall go back to our vicious circle of an unprecedented economic
several countries, at the termination of our crisis, and yet, in spite of all this, there are
work, to be acclaimed as men who suc- times when we observe with dread that the
ceeded in performing a great service to day has not yet come when rival egoisms
mankind, not as men to be looked upon as will understand that they must make way
discredited, who have failed in the task for a system of right and justice supported
set them. by all nations in the interests of every one

Let me assure you that, if Australia can of them.
assist the Conference in the great task
before it, I, as its delegate, will be only One of the greatest and most eminent
too glad and proud to co-operate whole- citizens of a country whose proud boast it is
heartedly with other delegations in any to have been the mystic cradle of the
effort to arrive at some satisfactory solu- civilisation of the West was present at the
tion of the great problem before us. It first general meeting of the Congress of
only rests with us to thrash the thing out Versailles. On behalf of his people he had
calmly and dispassionately, meeting argu- taken up the heaviest responsibilities, he
ment with argument, always striving to see had rendered the most brilliant service to
the other person's side of the question or what in those days was called the cause of
point of view. If we do this, I have a right; yet, realising the small part he
feeling that we shall, at the conclusion could play in settling the fate of his own
of our work, have accomplished some- country, he showed some hesitation in
thing which will prove to be a benefit to the choosing his place at the council table.
whole of mankind. If we fail, then God Friendly voices urged him to be seated, and
help us! pointed out that the new order of things had

done away with artificial questions of prece-
The Presid. M , d e of dence and that, in the solemn debate which

The ait will address the Conference. ofwas to take place, a seat of equal honour and
Haiti, will address the Conference. ech wa assured to all,equal rights of speech was assured to all.

M. Mayard (Haiti):
"Provided that these rights of small

Translation : The delegation of Haiti has nations will be respected ", murmured the
come to lay before you the views of its great man, not without bitterness, as he
country - views that will determine its atti- took his seat, the representative of a nation
tude and its vote in connection with the which, for all its unlimited glory, possessed
anxious question with which this Conference but a limited territory and army.
has to deal. I

My delegation represents a small people Many of Haiti's sons shed their blood in
living in a hemisphere the countries of which, the service of the allied armies, and in my
unfortunately, too often consider themselves, country, which had a seat at the Peace
and are considered by Europe, to be too far Conference and "was one of the original
off to feel the effects of European difficulties. signatories of the Covenant, that disillu-
We do not presume to bring here any sioned remark roused a sad echo, for, in spite
proposals for conciliating the various diver- of Article 10 and Article 11 of the Covenant,
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the democratic Republic of Haiti remained Was not the example of the most powerful
subject to overwhelming international tribu- nation of our hemisphere itself calculated
lations from which she is only now beginning to give us cause for reflection even while
to emerge, thanks to the policy of goodwill it overwhelmed us? Not relying on the
recently adopted in Central America and the effectiveness of mere admonitions, or even
Caribbeans by the Hoover Government and on hypothetical excommunication by an
the Federal Senate. international institution without material

force, certain of its statesmen, for that very
As Rapporteur to our National Assembly reason, conspicuously refused to commit

in 1921, whose task it was to accept the themselves to "entanglements ". More,
Treaty of Peace and the Covenant of the despite the deep-rooted reluctance of the
League, I remember pointing out to my great mass of public opinion to interfere
colleagues and to the people of Haiti that, in the affairs of the other peoples in the
although as allies of the victors we were same hemisphere or other hemispheres,
ourselves victors in the war, we remained some of its leaders forgot, at a certain
none the less subject to the provisions juncture, to recognise the right of weaker
of Article 21, as regards a regional neighbours of that nation to set up their
understanding in which the will of the own defences.
nation had no place, despite the basic
principle of equality, international justice Then, in addition to this peculiar
and mutual assistance embodied in Arti- political system from which we were suf-
cle 10. That revelation caused profound fering came the economic crisis. The
disappointment and deep discouragement. financial administration of Haiti, distin-
We found ourselves at the mercy of a foreign guished, ever since the early days of our
force to which we could offer no resistance, independent administrative system, by the
and there was no other force either of careful regularity with which we have
our own or belonging to the international always met our external and internal
body in which we had placed our faith - obligations, had latterly been further per-
that could compel respect for our political fected, thanks, it must be admitted, to
independence and territorial integrity. American action. But we had none the less

been prevented from taking the requisite
Haiti could not reconcile herself to the steps, which we alone were in a position

idea of being forced, even in virtue of a to evolve, to develop our full economic
clause of the Treaty of Versailles, to put potentialities. How could the Haitians,
up with the de farto situation existing in suffering as they did and as they still are
her territory in defiance of the express suffering, fail to remember paragraph 3
stipulations of a particular treaty, when of Article 16, which lays down that "the
under the Covenant the principal Powers, Members of the League agree, further,
as well as all the other Powers, including that they will mutually support one another
ourselves, had undertaken to maintain in the financial and economic measures
"open, just and honourable relations which are taken "? How could they fail to
between nations "; firmly to establish " the reflect - their disappointments were suf-
understandings of international law as the ficient excuse - that circumstances might
actual rule of conduct among Governments"; lend to the first paragraph of the article
and to maintain " justice and a scrupulous in question an interpretation which would
respect for all treaty obligations in the be in their favour and bring them relief
dealings of organised peoples with one in their difficulties?
another ".

Yet Haiti is left to face her difficulties
It began to be understood in my country alone - because the United States, the

that the time was certainly not ripe for lender in our hemisphere, has recently,
the long-awaited advent of justice, that in pursuit of an honest liberal policy, ceased
we were suffering simply from the irreme- to guarantee the loans of her national
diable fault of not being a numerous and banks to other States in Latin America,
armed people, and that the rule of interna- leaving to the latter the sometimes delicate
tional law proclaimed in 1919 could not task of settling with European countries
constitute a palladium, since it consisted tangled controversies having their origin
only of a collection of doctrinal postulates in the earlier period of active financial
the principles of which were unsupported policy.
by any material force permitting of common 
action or any effective sanctions. Obviously - as was authoritatively

pointed out last week by M. Tardieu, the
It was asked whether certain Latin- head of the French delegation, and by

American countries, which steadily refused M. Hymans, as head of the Belgian delega-
to join the League, had not sufficient tion - it is indispensable, in international
grounds for their attitude in their apprehen- relations, if obligations are to be observed
sion of being handed over to the "regional and decisions respected, to be able to set
understandings " clause of Article 21 of coercive machinery in operation, just as,
the Covenant - an apprehension for which in the case of nations, police are required
the case of Haiti afforded significant and to ensure the observance of law and the
painful justification. maintenance of order by the individual.
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Public opinion in my country, as in so sion, as well as the draft Convention, have
many others, while not asking miracles been confined to the reduction and limita-
of the Geneva organisation, has begun to tion of armaments, the question of recourse
lose confidence in its effectiveness, owing to war between individual States being
to the absence of any machinery to enforce reserved; in other words, there is nothing
its decisions. under the proposed system to prevent

Haiti, nevertheless, has acceded to all the aggression and war, the motives for which
Pacts which have followed after the are to be found in a certain intolerant
Covenant. We have acceded to the compul- conquering attitude which is the outcome of
sory arbitration clause, and have ourselves unlimited military strength.
concluded arbitration treaties. We have Obviously, in countries which, like my
acceded to the Permanent Court of Inter- own, have, properly speaking, neither com-
national Justice. We have signed the Paris batant armies nor war armaments, which
Pact. We take part in all international only possess the forces necessary for the
conferences. But the solution of our own policing of their own frontiers and the main-
difficulties, I may say, has not been expe- tenance of internal order, it was thought
dited. We have decided, however, as part that there would perhaps be no necessity
of our policy, to put in an appearance wher- to go to the expense of full participation,
ever justice and national rights are the theme if nothing more could be achieved.
of discussion. We open our arms to any and My Government waited to see what was
every Messiah - even though he prove to likely to be the outcome of the early work
be a false Messiah -for fear of missing of the Conference; it waited until the wire-
the true one. less brought Port-au-Prince the news of the

When the question of disarmament, tabling of the French proposals and the
for which provision is made in Article 8 of essential points of those proposals.
the Covenant, which has been studied Then I received telegraphic instructions
for six years, made a real step forward to go immediately to Geneva and explicit
last year with the summoning of the orders to vote for a proposal that had in
nations to a Conference to consider the view, not merely the security of one nation,
Preparatory Commission's draft Conven- as had hitherto been the case, but external
tion, all the peoples were stirred by a great security for all the nations against the
hope. Not only was it hoped to avert the attack of any one of them.
return of the dread spectre of war, but there I would ask you who have done me the
was a general expectation that an end would honour of listening to me to believe that
be made of world conflict, which has been my country is obeying no duty of allegiance,
steadily increasing in the economic sphere, is moved by no prejudice in favour of any
with effects on mankind no less deadly than one nation. Like all the democracies of
the gigantic struggles we want to abolish America, the people of Haiti desire to live
for ever. in peace and friendship and to have cordial

For--this must be said after all the commercial relations with all peoples, all
speeches we have heard from this tribune - continents, all races and all nationalities.
armaments are largely responsible for the Among the nations who march at the
dislocation of production, which, rationa- head of civilisation, there is one - why
lised on the fallacious pretext of supplying disguise the fact ? - to which we are in-
the consuming masses with cheap goods, debted for a large part of the blood that
exhibits a ruinous reverse side in the form flows in our veins, for our intellectual
of a reduction of purchasers through the equipment, for our social and political
lowering of their purchasing power. organisation, for our very existence as a

The countries directly concerned, despite people; that is the largest debt we have
the voluntary reductions of armaments to pay.
which they claim to have made, are domina- o doubt every human community, our own
ted by the categorical requirements of their like the rest. has a country and a civilisation
war budgets, and have encouraged mass to both of which it owes its existence; and,
production accordingly; they have at the while my country is opposed to, and is
same time increased taxation to the utmost firmly resolved always to oppose, other
limit and raised exorbitant Customs barriers, nations when its fundamental rights as an
thereby exhausting their own subjects no independent nation are at stake, it is evident
less than their markets and aggravating to that the civilisation to which we are congeni-
an extreme point the difficulties of trade tally attached is the French civilisation.
with other countries.

Consequently, as was pathetically pointed There is undoubtedly such a thing as
out last Saturday by Count Apponyi, whose moral ' geography, which sometimes
eloquence was enhanced by the exception- creates closer bonds of union than physical
ally painful situation forced upon his own geography; and this moral geography draws
country, the Governments of the smaller my country nearer to France than to any
countries that have been disarmed were not other country.
without a certain feeling of scepticism But it is not for France that Haiti is now
in sending their representatives to this 'a party to the Disarmament Conference.
Conference. That is quite understandable. It is for our own destiny that we are here
For the studies of the Preparatory Commis- to-day, for the sake of our own security as
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a small people, which security is bound up in the draft of the Preparatory Commission,
with that of all the communities of the the supervision of these measures being
world. left to a special organisation of the League

My delegation, acting in conformity with in accordance with the suggestion of
instructions from our Government and in His Excellency M. Zulueta Escolano, the
furtherance of the aspirations and needs of distinguished head of the Spanish delegation;
the Haitian people, declares that, while
sympathising with the views expressed by 3. To abolish forthwith chemical and
the different delegations of the Powers bacteriological arms, the bombardment from
taking part in the Conference, and reserving the air of civilian populations and the use
the right to take them into account in the of offensive armaments, and to forbid all
drafting of the final Convention, we shall methods of war which are cruel to excess
give our vote in principle for the French and useless, and which generous minds,
proposal, because it aims at creating, under expressing the universal feeling or the feeling
the aegis of the League - a larger and of the members of this Conference, have con-
stronger League - security for each and demned in this place. It must at the same
every people of the world, for the peoples time, in our opinion, always be borne in
which are armed no less than for those mind that there are no intermediate stages
which are disarmed or those which have between barbarity and worse things, and
never been armed. that in any case it is essential, with the aid

We believe that security on the one hand of the coercive police force to be placed at
and the reduction and limitation of arma- the disposal of the League, to achieve the
ments on the other are not conflicting progressive abolition of all the means of
proposals; but that, on the contrary, they destroying human life and property, except
supplement one another, and that, in conse- in cases where the international force is
quence, it is useless to consider, from the itself repressing crimes committed against
point of view of sound constructive logic, peace;
which of the two should come first. Both
are indispensable factors which should co- 4. o renounce the compulsive clauses
exist and function together in one and the embodied in the treaties for the benefit
same organisation.f one nation or group of nations against

In a word, i seems to us that the reduction defeated nations, inasmuch as the League
and limitation of armaments, to which we sull d exclusively responsible for the
give our eager and cordial support, directly f and complete execution of all the duties
concern the great Powers, and that univer- deriving from those treaties; for, if the world
sal security (the machinery for the realisa-is to be delivered from its present intolerable
tion of which, under M. Tardieu's scheme, and dagerous condition, there must no
is to be placed in the hands of the League) longer be one mentality of the victors and
will protect and defend all nations, including another of the vanquished. There must
the weak nations, against attack. be no victor but peace, and no vanquished

Consequently, the Haitian delegation con- b 
siders, in accordance with what we havesiders, in accordance with what we have 5. As a corollary to the preceding article,
always believed to be the fundamentalalways believed to be the fundamental to refer to the Permanent Court of Interna-
idea of those who were responsible for the tional Justice any dispute likely to lead
Covenant, that the Covenant can never to arupturebetween two nations or between
become genuinely valid, can never be objec- one nation and the League of Nations, in
tively useful, and, finally, can never have any accordance with the terms of Article 15 as
true life at all, unless each and every State amended; breaches of these undertakingsa .1 . ^ o - . . amended; breaches of these undertakingstaking part in the Conference binds itself nen Couand of the awards of the Permanent Court
by a conventionb~y a convention : of International Justice to be followed by

1. In accordance with the principles of penalties enforced by the League;
mutual help which constitute the founda- 6. To substitutehenceforward, inrelationstion of the League, to provide the latter, by 6. Tosubttutehenceforward, inrelations
a contribution from all the States belonging b or ed nations, this ne regime
to it, to be fixed for each in proportion to of international law, in all parts of the world,to it, to be fixed for each in proportion to for the previous regime which tolerates
the members of its population and to its f is reme hh te
national resources, with an organised land, situations created by the forcible
sea and air force, and effectives deemed action of one nation against another nation
'k-wr .-,t _1_ . A and which tolerates " regional understand-by experts to be adequate to assist or defend and which tolerates regional undersand-experts tio a ie « uthe iti o .t or deson ings " not freely entered into by all thepeoples whoand essentially incompatible with
without prejudice to the sanctions already 1 t C n
laid down in Article 16 of the Covenant: f the Cvenant, t which n
aggression to be defined by the League and exception may hereafter be made, either

th aggressor to be determined byteby th e Covenant itself or by any individual
Permanent Court of International Justice; treaty;

2. To reduce existing armaments and 7. To recommend the participating States
to limit their strength in accordance with to follow the example of the Spanish
the principles contained in the six paragraphs Republic and bring into harmony with these
of Article 8, under the conditions laid down new principles of the final Convention
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ultimately to be concluded the provisions special interests, their right to expand or
of their national constitutions and the clauses the gross satisfaction of their national
of the Covenant, which should be amended pride ! May they be restrained by a spiritual
according to the customary procedure. force alone entitled to wield the sword!

Such would be the only way:

8. To bring into operation when neces- (1) To avert the threat of a new war;
sary, according as the Council of the League
of Nations may think fit, the sanctions (2) To remedy economic anarchy, which
provided for in Article 16 or any other kind is especially due to the feverish anxiety
of sanctions, against any State signatory of all to accumulate wealth simply with
to the Convention which may refuse to the object of storing up material of
furnish its contingent to the international destruction;
force.

(3) To quell the warlike spirit which is
In conclusion, the Haitian delegation the bane of our time

considers that the General Commission
should be recommended to retain, as a (4) To allay even social unrest, which
basis for its work of drafting the final leads to revolution and which is due
Convention, both the French draft and the to the over-development of production
draft of the Preparatory Commission, while and the concentration of political power
taking into account the valuable suggestions with a view to strengthening each country
and arguments put forward in the to the utmost for international conflict;
declarations of the delegations which have
already spoken, notably those of the United (5) To put an end to the practice of
States of America, the United Kingdom, the conquest under all its aspects, military,
two declarations of the German delegation, economic and financial, since it provokes
those of Italy, Spain and China, and violent general or localised disturbances
especially those of all the countries which, in the equilibrium of human society.
not having large armaments, have expressed
views more or less in concordance with In our opinion, there is a danger that the
our own. present Conference may disappoint the

e b d on te vit n o hopes of the nations if it refuses to examine
ur views are based on the vital needs of the substance of the present problem and

the Haitian people, and, indeed, of allf t deals only with a system of reducing
small nations which, like ourselves, have not limiting armaments without embodyinggivearamensaproinentpai and limiting armaments without embodying
given armaments a prominent place in their in it a system of restricting the power of
public organisation, and so rely for thepublic organisatio, and so rely for the each nation to resort to war. In that case,
defence of their political independence and s wou g the rsson
territorial integrity on the rules and prohibi- our Assembly would give the impression
tions of international law but supported by that each Power represented here aimed,f international l b orte b not at disarmament, but at increasing its
an international force. We should have prohibiting the arms in
failed in our duty if we had not stated ti hi ich a rivl Pwer appeared topossesswhich a rival Power appeared to possess
very definitely. - superiority. This would deal a mortal blow

May we be pardoned for emphatically at the League of Nations itself.
proclaiming our conviction that to attempt But, fortunately, this is not the case. It
the immediate realisation of the proposals is clear to those who have followed the work
our delegation supports cannot be regarded of this historic congress up to the present,
as Utopian? The Haitian delegation has that all who have spoken from this platform
consistently pursued the only policy which have shown the loyal and sincere desire of
is in the supreme interest of weak peoples - their respective countries to avoid the
namely, a clear and honest policy. horror of new sanguinary conflicts for all

future time. Only, everyone is mistrustful,
If it could be alleged that the French er is afraid of compromising the

proposals were not concrete or practicable, everyonef is own country by delegati
although they aim at providing the only security of his own country by delegating

lthoh they am at po ng th ol for our common salvation some part of that
possible foundations, the only solid and

conceivable guarantees forn a permanent country's sovereignty and placing it in the
hands of a disinterested executive, which

state of peace in the world, it would seem to a ternarbtrar
us monstrous to give preference, as being would act as an international arbitrator' e t p and not, as some people seem to fear, as a
more practicable, to proposals that still pertate. No one yet dares to relise
leave a loophole for the war which so many super-Stational seurity, in this modern era,
associations, groups and petitioners have an n guaranteed by any single State,anathematie he in te ne ocannot be guaranteed by any single State,
anathematised here in the name of universal sultn of collecive security

opinion and moralt ; fr ebut must be a resultant of collective security
opinion and morality; for, even with reduced o n on mutual line by all acting in
armaments, whether or not the most efficient cooperation
for killing and destroying, war will remain co-operaton just now to the moving effect
the most abominable and senseless of crimes. referred pponyt now to the moving effectof Count Apponyi's confession last Saturday,

May national units, as a result of an when he admitted how sceptical he had felt
agreement subscribed to by all, no longer be when he arrived at this Conference. Who
free to uphold by force of arms their did not share his scepticism, and to the same
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degree? But for my part, when I reached Many a time in the course of a busy career
Geneva on the 9th of this month, one week in which I have held responsible political
after the opening of your deliberations, that positions I have shuddered at the idea of
ironic doubt - doubly explicable in myself, having been guilty of such an ebullition of
representing as I do a small nation which youthful ideology.
has suffered so much from the abuse of force Well, let me confess that I am no longer
- suddenly yielded to a more hopeful ashamed of it. I am even proud and happy
impression. I noticed that the national at having given vent to such feelings at a
flags had not been hoisted in front of the time when I could have no idea that a
hotels where the delegations are lodged, as is Conference for world disarmament would
the practice at the ordinary sessions of the one day meet and that I should be delegated
League. That fact seemed to me symbolic. to represent my Government and my
It seemed to me to mean that aggressive country.
nationalism was hiding its head, at bay, The day has passed when such an idea
conscious of peril through the pressure might be deemed a sign of madness or
brought to bear on the representatives puerility. The day has come to manifest
of States by world opinion in favour of our will and our determination to make it a
peace. reality.

I remembered that, thirty years ago, I trust to these hard times to bring about,
when I was quite a young man, overflowing if not at the termination of our present
with generous ideals and wonderful illu- deliberations, at least in the very near
sions, I published, on the occasion of the future, a compulsory reduction and limita-
first centenary of the hoisting of the Haitian tion of nationalistic aspirations for the
flag, a very bad poem, which concluded with benefit of world peace, a situation which
the hope that our fair national emblem shall be brought about by the League as the
might never cease to float, proud and free, only society duly armed, by general consent,
in our bright skies until above a palace of the by suitable means for preventing and
nations, no longer parted by lines of demar- punishing aggression and warfare in a world
cation or prejudice, " we should see floating of States which have disarmed.
a single flag, glorious and full of majesty, the
flag of the federation of mankind". (The Conference rose at 1 p.m.)

FOURTEENTH PLENARY MEETING

Friday, February 19th, 1932, at 10 a.m.

President: The Bight Honourable A. HENDERSON.

CONTENTS. great figure of President Wilson, the founder
of the League of Nations and the initiator of

29. CONTINUATION OF THE GENERAL DISCUSSION. this Conference.
Speeches by M. Fakhry Pasha (Egypt), the You will remember that provision is made

Aga Khan (India) and MI. Castillo Najera
A(Mexico). n ( a M C for the holding of our Conference in the

Covenant of the League itself, for Article 8
30. COMPILATION, IN A FORM SUITABLE FOR reads as follows:

EXAMINATION, OF THE PROPOSALS MADE BY
DELEGATIONS DURING THE GENERAL DISCUS- 1. Tbe Members of the League
SION.

of the Bureau. recognise that the maintenance of peace
Proposals of the Bureau. requires the reduction of national arma-

ments to the lowest point consistent with
national safety and the enforcement by

29. - CONTINUATION OF THE GENERAL common action of international obliga-
DISCUSSION. tions.

The President. - M. Fakhry Pasha, "2. The Council, taking account of
delegate of Egypt, will address the Confer- the geographical situation and circum-
ence. stances of each State, shall formulate

plans for such reduction for the consi-
M. Fakhry Pasha (Egypt): deration and action of the several
Translation: On addressing this Confer- Governments."

ence for the Reduction and Limitation of
Armaments, I should like to take this first Having thus paid my tribute of gratitude
opportunity to associate my country with the to the memory of President Wilson, I
unanimous tribute paid by the world to the should like to thank you for the honour
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you have done me by electing me to the the lives and property of citizens are
Committee for the Verification of the respected; (2) the right of legitimate self-
Credentials of Delegates. My service on that defence to be recognised as belonging to
Committee has enabled me to realise both nations just as it belongs to individuals;
the distinguished personalities of the dele- (3) compulsory arbitration between States;
gates and the high qualifications of the no State to be judge in a dispute to which it
experts. is a party; (4) the regulation of national

A Conference attended by such an impo- armaments by the League of Nations on the
sing number of States and having such lines of the legislation governing the carrying
great and noble aims is unique in the annals of arms; (5) an international force to be
of history. The very fact of its meeting is placed at the disposal of the League to
a sign that times have changed, and that enforce its decisions.
henceforward mankind is marching towards In this connection, I may recall the
loftier ideals and higher destinies. admirable pronouncement of the Italian

At the very opening of the Conference, Minister for Foreign Affairs: "Our task is to
the voice of our President, Mr. Arthur fortify justice, not to justify force." In this
Henderson, filled this hall with an atmos- exalted conception, M. Tardieu anticipated
phere of confidence and co-operation. M. Grandi when he proposed that civil

Then Sir John Simon showed us that the aircraft, bombing-aircraft, certain classes
cause of disarmament could have no more of land and naval material, and an inter-

national force should be placed at thebrilliant defender than that distinguished tional force should be placed at the
member of the English Bar.eagues disposal.

Subsequently, all the eminent statesmen The Egyptian delegation has the honour
who have followed one another on this to solicit the consideration of the Conference
platform have given us masterly expositions for the following proposals:
of the special views of their countries, and
have inspired in us the hope that their (1) The draft Convention drawn up
hearts are in the success of the Conference. by the Preparatory Commission for the

Disarmament Conference to be adopted
I should now like to tell you the result of as a basis of discussion;

the age-long experience of the country of the
Pharaohs, which gave birth to one of the (2) Amaterial force commensurate with
most ancient civilisations of the world. the high moral authority of the League to

Our national river extends over nearly be placed at the League's disposal;
a quarter of the terrestrial meridian, and
our national history covers a period of some (3) Reduction and limitation of defen-
ten thousand years. The experience we sive armaments to the extent compatible
have inherited from distant ages teaches us with the requirements of national defence;
that when primitive peoples had no weapons
they fought "hand-to-hand ", long before (4) Complete abolition of aggressive
gunpowder was invented, and even before armaments land, sea and air;
the Iron Age.

(5) Moral disarmament.
Moreover, the stories of ancient Egypt

relate the eternal drama of the wolf and the
lamb, which has been retold by Phaedrus, Such are the proposals I have authority
LEsop and La Fontaine. to make on behalf of the Government of His

Majesty the King of Egypt.
The moral of all this is: (1) that the

abolition of armaments does not necessarily My august Sovereign, though trained in
mean the abolition of war; (2) that, as the the school of arms and a regular army officer,
argument of force is generally imposed on the prefers to be regarded as the protector of
weaker party, we must, as Pascal said, art, science and literature.
reinforce justice. The Royal Government, the Egyptian

In studying historical evolution, we may Parliament and the people of the Nile
note that the last century was dominated entirely share the pacific and humanitarian
by the principle of the " concert of Europe ". sentiments of their Sovereign, and wish the
The present century has a wider and more best success to the Disarmament Conference.
liberal ideal; it bears the sign of the League
of Nations - that is to say, the conception The Pax Romana was founded on the
of the nations living as a community. principle Si vis pacern, para bellum. The

"armed peace " of our days rests upon the
Since that is our ideal, it is essential that same conception, and inevitably involves

civilised nations should observe the same the peoples in a race in armaments. The
principles of right and justice in their war budget for 1930 reached the impo-
relations one with another as within their sing figure of 20,000 million gold francs.
own frontiers. Beyond doubt, this competition cannot

I may perhaps be allowed to enumerate continue, for if it did it would quite certainly
a few of these principles : (1) Respect involve the world in a catastrophe even
for the security of a nation, just as more terrible than that of 1914.
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The time has come for every nation to be
allowed to live its own life according to its With the coming of peace, new hope
traditions, its particular genius and its were raised that at last we had learned our
ideals. The policy we must follow is a policy lesson; that we could look to a better
of life, not of death. world in which force would be replaced by

disarmament and arbitration, by the adjust-
The prophet of Islam said: " The throne ment of national differences and difficulties

of God trembles with sorrow at the tears of through methods of peaceful co-operation;
an orphan ". May God preserve mankind and that the reign of law was now to be
from further tribulation, and grant to the firmly established.
earth, that thirsts for heavenly dew, a lasting,
fruitful and beneficial peace ! Alas ! We have found that armaments

still hold sway, and that the feeling of
insecurity persists. It is by no means

The President : The Aga Khan, delegate certain that the war to end war has been
of India, will address the Conference. fought and won.

To-day social and economic conditions
The Aga Khan (India). - Almost all of us throughout the world make it imperative

here are preoccupied with the pressing that, unless the fabric of organised human
problems that have arisen as a consequence society is to collapse, vigorous steps must
of the great war. Among these, the most betaken forthwith. In this work, the present
urgent is that of disarmament, with all Conference is called to play a leading part.
that it implies. But let us not forget that On the moral side, we must set ourselves to
for many years before the war this problem remove the paralysing effects of fear, ill-
was insistent. The general burden of will and suspicion. On the material side, it is
armaments had created alarm among those absolutely essential that the non-productive
who were able to look ahead, and wide- effort devoted to warlike preparations
spread dissatisfaction among the vast masses should be reduced to the bare minimum.
of the populations in all continents and That minimum has already been stressed by
countries eastern and western alike - the spokesman of the United States of
and India was no exception. America. In India, we have constantly

borne in mind the underlying principle 
I am speaking here for many millions namely, the maintenance of forces that

of my fellow-countrymen, who place the shall be no more than adequate to guarantee
love of peace and the repudiation of violence peace and order on and within her borders.
among the first of the human virtues. With
them, the ideal of peace is no mere economic India's own scale of armaments allows
expedient; it is an element deep-rooted in no margin for aggressive uses. The size
their very nature. That is the spirit which of her forces has to be measured with refer-
it is my task to reflect in making what ence to the vastness of her area and the
contribution I can to the proceedings of diversity of her conditions. The fact is so
this Conference. often forgotten that I will venture to recall

it here, that the area of India is more than
The striving of mankind after some more half that of the whole of Europe, and her

organic development than the mere clash population nearly one-fifth of that of the
of nations and States is nothing new. Many entire globe. May I also recall that within
of us who are taking part in this Conference India herself more than one-third of the
will remember the hopes raised in our hearts total area is under the jurisdiction of Rulers
by the first Peace Conference at The Hague; of the Indian States ? Many of these maintain
and we remember the grievous disappoint- forces of their own, in part for the preserva-
ment that followed its meagre results. The tion of order within the States' boundaries,
second Hague Conference was also a failure and to some extent also for co-operation
and, even from the beginning, little was in the task of guaranteeing the defence of
ever expected from it. India against the possibility of aggression

from without. The remoteness of India
Since then we have had the terrible is my excuse, if I need one, for alluding to

lessons of the world war. Confined in the these facts.
first place by historical and other causes to
one continent, it gradually spread its A happy augury of our proceedings
devastating effects throughout the world. - and I can say, with experience of various
In distant India, as in Europe, it created conferences, that it is indeed a happy
a host of mourners and left a legacy of augury -- is that we have already at this
bitter tragedy. Over a million of my early stage heard and bent our minds to
fellow-countrymen were called to arms, a number of concrete proposals. This is the
of whom more than 50,000 laid down more helpful and fortunate since the time
their lives. The ravages of war, in its toll for detailed study in commissions of the Con-
of humanity, its social and economic dis- ference is fast approaching. Before we met
turbances, have left their mark on India here, expectations ranged between the high
as on the other countries which were drawn hopes of idealists and the scepticism of
into its vortex. those who looked for little or no result.
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The very atmosphere of our meetings and of marking off these weapons with any degree
the earnest attention paid on all sides to of logical precision. But there is already
fruitful suggestions give us confidence that a great body of sentiment which considers

we can now work for positive results. Would that such a distinction can, and demands
anyone have ventured to say three weeks that it should, be made, and that no merely

ago that so much practical ground-work technical obstacles should be allowed to

could be accomplished within so short a stand in the way.
time 

I think I am right in saying that there To focus discussion on all these matters we
is already a general body of support for have before us the draft Convention. We
detailed suggestions of the kind that have whole-heartedly recognise the patient
been put before us by the representative thought and work out of which it has been
of that great country, the United States of constructed, and we readily accept it as the
America, and may I say that America's starting-point of our new activities. Its
long record of success in combining peace detailed provisions deserve, and will receive,
with prosperity is one that fitly entitles her the closest examination. We shall have to
to take the active part she has already consider whether the principle of budgetary
taken in our deliberations ? I look with hope limitation may not provide an invaluable
and. confidence to a continuance of her cross-check on the limitation of armaments.
efforts. We shall have to face the intricacies of the

problem fully and frankly. We must meet
the difficulty, for instance, of comparing the
very different facilities for production that

Her suggestions are fresh in our minds, exist in different countries. We must deal

In dealing with them, I might seem to be with the problem of relating the cost of

travelling away from the more immediate highly paid members of a voluntary force

problems of my country if I refer to the to that of the lower paid members of a force

larger questions of navaldefence. But I would recruited by conscription. And here let me

recall that India is essentially interested say, on behalf of my country, that India

in these matters. Her coast-line extends over would welcome anything that can be done

5,500 miles - a length comparable perhaps to limit the burden of conscription and so

with that of any of the States here repre- to release human energy for the purely

sented. Though in the main an agricultural peaceful activities for which it was destined.

country, she possesses five great centres of
industry that, from their situation, are
exposed to attack from the sea, and her
volume of sea-borne trade is a vital factor
in her prosperity. She acknowledge th s the Convention
immeasurable advantages given her by the The authors of he draft Convention
protecting power of the British Navy. In however, themselves urge that it should be

saying this, I have in mind not only defence supplemented, wherever possible, by any
in war but the policing of the seas for the fuher constructive proposals that at pre
benefit of all who go about their lawful sent lie outside its scope. For the work of

occasions. If not a maritime Power, India peace that we have in view, we must no

has maritime interests that entitle her to concentrate a powerful frontal attack o

share in the discussion of all measuies warfa re on one or two points only. We

for relieving the burden of naval armaments. must attack warfare the establishment of peace.
must consolidate the establishment of peace.
We must make peace invulnerable by the
limitation of armaments, by the develop-
ment of arbitral methods, by each and every

Then, again, we will co-operate to the full means of giving to weak and strong alike
in devising means for protecting the civil an abiding sense of security.
population against ruthless methods of
warfare. Thus, we support such proposals
as that for the total abolition of the sub-
marine, and of lethal gas and bacteriological
warfare, and the use of poison generally.

The basis of all security is a foreign policy
rooted in mutual goodwill and co-operation;
a foreign policy in which no country covets

Again, we would payT'special attention to its neighbour's possessions or seeks to

any suggestions for limiting the destructive infringe its moral and spiritual rights. Strides

power of air bombardment, and generally have already been taken in this direction,

for restricting weapons of warfare which notably in the Treaty of Locarno. Those

may broadly be classed as aggressive in four great statesmen (Briand, Chamberlain,
their purposes. I know well the difficulty Mussolini and Stresemann), whose names


